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Introduction
One of the most intriguing
the experimental

side, it is one of the least tested aspects of the Standard

There is only one CP violating
that

is the e parameter

Kobayashi-Maskawa
; r,

awaits

of CP violation

for baryogenesis
_-

II

system

that

has two major difficulties.
Model

is needed in the CP violating
to the electric

exceed the experimental

upper bound

Model.

Model

of the
[3 - 51

a second, independent,
side, the Standard

First,

CP violation

CP violating

Model

is necessary

processes seem unable

of the universe.
part of the QCD

dipole moment

On

measured,

A genuine testing

provide

[6]. On the theoretical

[7], but the Standard

that its contribution

[l].

[2] in the Standard

would

to produce the observed baryon asymmetry
fine tuning

_ -. _

that has been unambiguously

of CP violation

of B factories

picture of CP violation
..

parameter

in the neutral

picture

the building

measurement

aspects of high energy physics is CP violation.

Second, an extreme
lagrangian

of the neutron

in order

[8,9] does not

[lo, 111. This suggests that

an extension

of the Standard Model, such as the Peccei-Quinn symmetry [12], is required.
. .
In this series of lectures we concentrate on three classes of CP violating processes where the Standard

Model will be tested and the existence of new physics

may be revealed:

2% decays into two pions, neutral

CP eigenstates,

neutral

and fermionic

of the CP.violating

parameters

electric

dipole moments.

in the Standard

B decays into final

The best determination

Model will come from the neutral

meson decays and we put our emphasis on these.
The first

part

of these lectures

is a general discussion

meson decays.- We define three types of CP violation
CP violation
of mixing
we explain

in decay, CP violation

in mixing,

of CP violation

in neutral

and CP violation

meson systems:

in the interference

and decay. We describe how each of the three types can be observed and
the difficulties

in the respective

theoretical

calculations.

the differences between the Ir’ and the B systems in both experiment
-j$h

in

e w.h o 1e d iscussion

I< and B mesons.

is free of phase conventions

We analyze
and theory.

and uses one language

foT both

:

I

The second part of the lectures describes the CKM
within

the Standard

CP violation
lation,

Model.

We use unitarity

with

recent experimental

of CP violation

to explain the features of
this with

measurements

erations (such as Heavy Quark Symmetry).
in neutral

triangles

in I<, B and B, decays. We accompany

updated

picture

a detailed calcu-

and theoretical

The predictions

B decays are presented in a novel way which

consid-

for CP asymmetries
makes comparison

to

models of new physics more straightforward.
The third
Model.
..

dard Model:
_~

Extensions
tensions

_ -. _

part of these lectures is devoted to theories beyond the Standard

We analyze in detail

CP violation

in several extensions

An extension of the quark sector with an 5’U(2)~
the Higgs sector which maintain

of the gauge sector into Left-Right

only spontaneously

broken:

Natural

Flavor

Symmetry

and Supersymmetry.

of the Stan-

down-like

singlet;

Conservation;

which

allow

Ex-

CP to be

For each of these models we

analyse the constraints and predictions concerning CP violation.
We end this
_.
part by presenting the predictions of various schemes for quark mass matrices for
i;lP asymmetries
In preparing

in B decays.
this series of lectures,

[13] for a general review;

Ref.

I have used the following

[14] for the I{ system;

system; Refs. [19 - 211 f or electric dipole moments;
picture.

these lectures.

_
.

reviews:

Ref.

[15 - 181 for the B

Refs. [22 - 241 for the CKM

In these reviews the reader may find more complete

I here included

_:--*-,

Refs.

only those references which have actually

-

lists of references:

been used in preparing

-..

I. CP VIOLATION

IN NEUTRAL

1. Formalism
1.1.

CP

-CONJUGATE

formation.

SYSTEMS

and Notations

DECAYS

in pairs of decay processes that are related by a CP trans-

We are interested

; r,

MESON

If P and p are CP conjugate

mesons and f and f are CP conjugate

states, then we denote by A and A the the two CP conjugate

..

A = (flN

._

decay amplitudes:

A z (fl H IF).

IP),

(1.1)

There are two types of phases that may appear in A and A.

@&meters
opposite

in the Lagrangian
signs. They usually

hence the name “weak”.

which violate

CP . They appear in A and 2 with

appear in the electroweak

sector of the theory

Strong phases appear in scattering

even when the Lagrangian

CP and appear in A and A

is real. They do not violate

on-shell states in the decay process, namely in the absorptive
from coupled channels.

is due to strong interactions
It is useful to factorize

Usually

from intermediate
part of an amplitude

the relevant rescattering

and hence the name “strong”.

A into three: the absolute value of A; a strong phase

shift S which is the result of final state interaction
is CP violating.

weak phase q5 which

and

or decay amplitudes

with the same sign. Their origin is in the possible contribution

that has contributions

We& phases are

(and is CP invariant);

Then, if several amplitudes

and a

contribute

to

PO + f?
(1.2)

i

i

-.

.
,-

_: -where Ai are real,
7:;

P’and

(p

and tf

f, respectively

are phases related

(see below).

to the CP transformation

If f is
’ a CP eigenstate
3

then e-2icj

law
= 4x1,

.

:

I

according

to whether

f is CP even or odd.

The notation

ai s Aiei+i

is also
e

common in literature.

1.2.

MIXING

OF NEUTRAL

‘We consider a neutral
neutral

MESONS

meson P” and its antiparticle

P-meson state

UlPO) +blPO)

; r,

-- .

P” [25]. An arbitrary

is governed by the time-dependent

Schrijdinger

Here M and I’ are 2 x 2 hermitian

matrices.

iY22. In H, the anti-hermitian
P-meson

hf12

CPT invariance guarantees IIll

+ P c

=

decay of the

part - M - is called a mass matrix.

The

in the discussion of CP violation:

terms would be important

= (P”I Hap=:! IF’)

equation

part - iI’ - describes the exponential

system, while the hermitian

non-diagonal
. _

(1.3)

(PO1 Hap=1

In) (nj Hap=1

IF’)

mp-En

7
(1*5)

r12

==2~ C

pn (P”I

HA~=~

In; (nl Hap=1

IPO),

n

where P stands for principal

value and pn is the density of the state

n.

The mass eigenstates are

with the normalization

-. .
,-

IPO
))
Q IPO
>,

Pl)

= PIP”)

+ Q

IP2)

= P Ip”)

-

condition

1412
+ IPI2= 1.
..~.-- _
$trou may

(l-6)

be puzzled by the form of (1.6).
4

First,

(1.7)
PI and P2 are not necessarily

_

.

orthogonal

states:
PlIP2)

=

IPI - l!712.

(1.8)

If I?lz. = 0 then H would be the sum of a unit matrix
berj and a hermitian
usual treatment

matrix

and its eigenvectors

of field theory,

(times

a complex

would be orthogonal.

one indeed diagonalizes

M

and treats

numIn the

I’ as in-

teraction among the orthogonal states. Here we incorporate r into our effective
; c -hamiltonian
which has, therefore, non-orthogonal
eigenvectors. In other words,
PI and P2 are resonances and not elementary
..

but arg(r12/M12)
_~

that

components

result of HII
..
.

This case corresponds

numbers under a good symmetry

dependent
_ -. _

= H&,

if l?iz # 0
in the sense

to PI and P2 carrying

(CP).

different

Second, there are no four in-

pi and qi in (1.6). Th e relations

pr = ~2, q1 = -42 are a

namely of CPT.

The eigenvalues of H are
.
p1,2 = Ml,2

where Mi
..

Furthermore,

= 0, then PI and P2 would still be orthogonal,

(1.8) would vanish.

quantum

particles.

further

-

$1,2,

(l-9)

and l?i are the mass and the decay width,

respectively,

of P;.

We

define

The eigenvalue problem,

det (M - fI’ - pl)

= 0,

(1.11)

leads to the condition

(Ap)’= @h

- ;hz)(M;,
5

-

frr2

>

(1.12)

-

:

I

or, equivalently,

(A&f)2 - @ r)”

=4(pkf12)2

- $r1212),
(1.13)

AMAI’

=4Re(M121’;,).

For the ratio q/p we find

Q
-P..

condition

;r12) = -

2(M12 -

Of p and q only the ratio
normalization

2(M,*, -

-4

fry2)

4

q/p has physical

(1.7). Second, arg(q/p*)

(1.14)

-

significance.

First,

there is the

is just an overall common phase

for IPI) and IP2).
- - .
-1 :G.

-.

PHASE

CONVENTIONS

There is some freedom in defining phases which has to be clarified.

here the discussion in ref. [13].) In particular,
observable,

we would like to verify

..

CP IP”)

where 5 is an arbitrary
fact that
Therefore,

of phase conventions.

CP transformation:

CP IPO) = e-2iE IP”) ,

= ezi6 IF’),

(1.15)

phase. The freedom in defining phases is related to the

P” and PO are defined by strong interactions

which

conserve flavor.

a phase transformation,

IPj)
-.

each time we define a CP violating

that it is independent

The states P” and PO are related through

(We follow

= f+

IF!)

IPO) )

= ,+ic IPO),

.
,-

_: .has no physical effects. This invariance is just the Strangeness, Charm or Beauty
G&r- ‘,symmetry of strong interactions for I<, D or B, respectively.
In the new basis,
6

.

I

CP transformations

(CP>,

I$>

take the form

= e

The various quantities
MC

12

A

Furthermore,

..

c

NE-0

IF:)

,

(Cp)<

discussed in this chapter transform

rC12 = e2iCr
12,

=e2iCM 12,
=e-iCA

,

A

c

= ei<A

from the transformation

IW

1p”)
c according

(4/P)< = e-2iCwP),

(1.17)

to

(1.18)

*
of states (1.16), and the transformation

.= eiC’[PI),

of

no physical significance.
. _
An alternative common notation

1-Z

p=j/qiqqq’
Note that. the normalization
thermore,

condition

which has

(1.20)

q=@(iqqq’
(1.7) is explicitly

incorporated

part of the freedom in phases is used to set Im(q) = -Im(p).

,
4%.

by a common phase factor,

is to define z such that

1+e

..

(1.19)

IP2c) = eiC’IP2),

namely both mass eigenstates are rotated

,-

= e-2i(t-c)

q/p in (1.18), we find that

_-

-.

IF;)

‘C-

7

and, fur-

:

I

2. The Three Types .of CP Violation
We distinguish
(i)

CP violation
The following

in Meson Decays

between three types of CP violation:
in decay.
quantity

is independent

of phase conventions

and physically

meaningful:

;r,
..

(2.1)

When

CP is conserved, the weak phases $i are all equal.

Therefore,

eq. (2.1)

implies
.Iii/AI
Wecall

# 1

this type of CP violation

It results from the interference
same final state.
(G)

CP violation

The following

==+

CP violation.

CP violation

in decay or direct CP violation.

among various decay amplitudes

CP asymmetries

(2.2)

that lead to the

in charged meson decays are of this type.

in mixing.
quantity

is independent

of phase conventions

and physically

meaningful:
2

!!
P

Mt2 =

Ml2 -

ir;,
;r12 *

(2.3)

When CP is conserved, the relative phase between Ml2 and PI2 vanishes. Therefore, eq. (2.3) implies

/q/pi # 1

*

CP violation.

(2.4

-.
,-

_: We call_ this t ype of CP violation CP violation in mixing or indirect CP violation.
.-.=
?I ‘t results from the mass eigenstates being different from the CP eigenstates.
8

-

CP asymmetries

in semileptonic

decays are of this type.

In the notation

(1.20)

we have

IdPI = 10 - w1
so that
(iii)

CP violation
CP violation

in mixing

‘+

Then the following

of mixing

the amplitude

quantity

(2.5)

is related to Re(Z) # 0.

in the interference

We denote by Af,,

+ a,

and decay.

for PO decay into a final CP eigenstate

is independent

of phase conventions

fcp.

and physically

meaningful:
..
x

3

_-

When

g

4CP

P

4CP’

(2.6)

1 = 1 and the relative

CP is conserved jq/pI = 1, liifCp/AfCP

WP)

and

vanishes.

MfcPl4fcP)

Therefore,

phase between

eq. (2.6) implies

..

X # 1
.

*

CP violation.

CP asymmetries

in neutral

meson decays into

There are several important

points

in decay (2.2) is sufficient

b. CP violation

in mixing

oretically
namely

(2.7):

for (2.7) through

(2.4) is sufficient

situation

X is a pure phase.

is when
The point

in the calculation

call CP violation

)q/pl

for (2.7) through

= 1 and (A/AI

is that

1x1 # 1.
1x1 # 1.
In fact, the the-

= 1, yet ImX # 1,

in this case there are no hadronic

of A, as will be discussed in chapter

5. We will

of the form

1x1 = 1,

ImX # 0,

‘,-

CP violation

are of this type.

(2.2) nor (2.4) is necessary for (2.7) to realize.

favorable

uncertainties

CP eigenstates

concerning

a. CP violation

c. Neither

&-

(2.7)

.

in the interference

of mixing
9

and decay.

(2.8)

-

d. Take the decay amplitudes
A, and Ab. A nonvanishing

of P" into two different

difference

between

final

CP eigenstates,

X, and Xb,

(2.9)

would

establish

the existence

the case of direct

of CP violation

CP violation,

no nontrivial

in AP

= 1 processes.

-:

Yet, unlike

strong phases are necessary.

3. Ii’ and B Mesons
Discussing

_~

tremely

CP violation

complicated

in two specific

for the most general neutral

and not very illuminating.

types of neutral

the case of “small

lifetime

Therefore,

meson systems:

difference”.

systems useful for our understanding

meson system
we will

the case of “small

concentrate
phases” and

In the end, there are three neutral
of CP violation,

is ex-

and they correspond

meson
to the

two classes: in the neutral I< system all relevant phases are small, while in the
. .
neutral B and B, systems the two mass eigenstates have similar lifetimes.
(In
the D system the effects are small and arise mainly
Top quarks are likely

from long distance

to decay before T mesons form.)

physics.

Thus, in this chapter

we

describe the I< and the B systems.
3.1.

THE

NEUTRAL

The two neutral

1.’ SYSTEM

K meson states differ significantly

rs = (0.8922 f 0.0020) x 10-l’

where the sub-indices

-.

,-

.
&ii:-

.-

in their lifetimes

rL = (5.17 f 0.04) x 1O-8 s,

s,

S and L stand for Short and Long, respectively.

IK) = IKS), p72)
nrkrL-rS<O.
10

=

,1(L)

,

[26]:

(3.1)

We choose

(3.2)

-

.

The amplitudes

of the states Ki

and KL at time t can be written

as

as(t) = u~(0)e-iMst,-~rst, aL(t)= aL(0)e-iML&Lt.
The mass difference between the two neutral
AM

; CM

..

kaons is measured to be

G ML - MS = (3.522 f 0.016) x lo-l5

Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) togeth er imply

a useful approximate

GeV.

We define a phase 412 according

- $2)

AM-;AI’

-

’

(3.6)

-

to
M12

Ml2
-=r12

As %P violating

(3.5)

of
2(h!&

4 --P

(3.4

relation,

Al? K M -2Aikf~.
Next, we turn to the calculation

(3.3)

-

I r12

P-7)

eGfm*

I

effects in the K system are known to be small, we have $12 << 1.

Solving (1.13) to first order in $12 gives
AM
..

Consequently,

(3.8)

= 21M121, AlI’ = -2ph1.

to first order in 412, (3.7) is equivalent
M12
-=
r12

$1+

to
(3.9)

$12).

In any given phase convention

r12= p?121e-2it
Using (3.9) and (3.10),,we

-._:---_
ark

Q
-=e
P

WO)

get from (3.6):
1+i*
2iE 1 - $i2
1+(&)2
[

Note that to a good approximation

1
.

q/p is a pure phase. Actually
11

(3.11)
(3.11) implies

-

:

I

that the CP transformation
tally

know that

states.

tainties.

= e2it IR”).

Indeed we experimen-

the KS and KL states are to a good approximation

The violation

calculation

law. is CP IK”)

of this approximation

of the deviation

is of order $12 = 0(10m3).

from /q/p] = 1 th ere are significant

They will be discussed in detail later.

arise from a parameter

CP eigen-

hadronic

Here we just mention

called BK which introduces

-

In the
uncer-

:

that they

.

an overall uncertainty

of a

factor of 2-3 in la/p/ - 1.
; CM
3.2.

THE

NEUTRAL

B

SYSTEM

..

The two neutral

B mesons are expected

to have a negligible

difference

in

lifetimes,

m/r = o(Io-~).
-(-Note that
statement

not been

AI? has

experimentally

based on experimental

(3.12)

measured.

(3.12) is a theoretical

evidence, as discussed below.)

We choose to

define
I&)=Ih),

IB2)=

I&f),

(3.13)
AMEMH-ML>O,
where the sub-indices
._

.-

L and H stand for Light and Heavy. Note that (1.12) and

(1.14) now lead to

AM

=2pf12j,

Ar = 2Re(M12rf2)/IM121,
(3.14)

q/p = - IMnllM12.

The time evolution

of

and of Bihys , an initially
I
>
-.

.
, *y

an initially
pure B” (am

pure B” (c&(o)
=

-uH(O)

=

= uH(o) = 1/(2p)),

1/(2q)),

pq&9(t)) =s+(t>p”> + WP)g-W

IDO) 7

(q&?(t))

IBO)

‘,.
=(Pl!l)~-(t)

p”>

12

+ g+(t)

’

is given by [27]

(3.15)

_

where M z i(MH

+ ML),
g+(t)

=emiMte-irt

cos( +AM

t),

g-(t)

=e -jMte-irt;

sin( +AM

t).

(3.16)
The mass difference

between the two neutral
Xd =

The calculation
Here we expect

bkb/rB

=

:

B mesons is measured

to be
(3.17)

0.67 f 0.10.

of q/p in the B system is quite different

from the I< system.

model independently

_-

ArB c AMB.
The model independent

argument

for the relation

the one hand, there is the experimental
Al? has not been measured
is produced

(3.18) goes as follows

measurement

and is probably

by decay channels which

bounds on) branching

(3.18)

(3.17).

impossible

are common

[15]. On

On the other hand,

to measure.

to B” and B”.

But

to l?r2 with differing

sum would not exceed the individual

The (upper

signs, one expects that their

level, say

ArB/rB s ioB2.
(3.17)

Therefore,

and (3.19)

lead to (3.18)

,-

.

involve
for

%-factor

in turn,

]l?i2] <

lMl21.

(3.20)

-[l-$Im(s)].
5 0(10e2).

from a pure phase, one needs to calculate

large hadronic

r12. In

implies,

q/p is a pure phase, up to corrections

the deviation
-.

which

(3.19)

in the B system
Q
-yg$
P

Note that

Al?

ratios for such channels are at or below the level of 10W3.

As various channels contribute

Eqs.

-

uncertainties,

ref. [15] i t is estimated

in particular

Ii2

‘However,

to study

and Ml2.

This will

in the hadronization

models

that this will induce an overall uncertainty

of 2-3 in /q/pi - 1.
13

of

.

.

of CP Violation

4. Experimental‘Observations
4.1.

IA/AI

# 1

.In the decays of neutral mesons, effects of CP violation
able. Thus, to unambiguously
CP asymmetries

observe direct

in mixing

CP violation,

are unavoid-

it is best to measure

in charged meson decays,

; r,
Uf

r(p+ -+ f) - rp- -+ $1
rp+ + f) + rp --)f)’

=

(4-l)

..

_-

In terms of decay amplitudes
1 - IA/AI”
uf = 1 + @/A/2’
_.

As discussed above, uf # 0 requires contributions
differ in both

their

Purely leptonic

phases and their

and semileptonic

thus are unlikely
hand,

strong

to exhibit

nonleptonic

to the decay process which

weak phases so that

decays are dominated

any measurable

direct

decays have often contributions

IA/AI

by a single diagram

CP violation.
from

#

1.
and

On the other

at least two types of

processes. This has to do with the existence of tree and penguin processes. The
two types of diagrams are depicted in Fig. 1.
In penguin

processes there is a loop with

cesses of order GF are tree processes. Penguin diagrams can be further

classified

according

different

intermediate

to the identity

of the quark in the loop, as diagrams

quarks may have both different

phases. On the other hand, the subdivision
change and annihilation
-.

,-

.

a W boson, while all other pro-

diagrams

weak phase.
_
*,
There are three particularly

strong phases and different
of tree processes into spectator,

is unimportant

promising
14

with

weak
ex-

since they all carry the same

types of processes [28]:

.

.

a¶2

709OA5

(d)

.. -Figure 1. Meson decays relevant to our discussion divide into tree diagrams ((a) spectator,
(b) exchange, (c) annihilation)
and (d) penguin diagrams.
Penguin diagrams
may contain
any number of gluons between the quark lines, but if perturbative
QCD holds, the leading
contribution
comes from a diagram where the two gluon lines in (d) are connected.

a. Decays
penguin

with

suppressed tree contribution.

and the tree contributions

large interference

effects.

b. Decays with

forbidden

penguin

contributions

are B t

4K

,-

in magnitude

is the decay B ---) pI< (where the tree

tree decays. Here the interference
different

and give

angles, VubVus).
may come from

charge 2/3 quarks in the loop.

decays. The mechanism

the leading contribution
.

with

type of decays, the

Examples

and B + ICI<.

c. Radiative

-.

may be comparable

An example

decay is suppressed by small mixing

In this

It is unfortunate

here is the same as in case b except that

to the decay is an electromagnetic
that

the leading

nonleptonic

penguin.

I< decay, K*

+

&r”,

is

_: wnlikely to have direct CP violation. The reason is as follows. The I<+ meson is
e.-. ’
a member in an isospin doublet, I = l/2. The final r+7r” state has I3 = 1, and
15

:

I

from Bose symmetry
Consequently,
interactions

it cannot ‘be an I = 1 state and therefore must be I = 2.

the decay has only one isospin
are isospin invariant,

by 62. The condition

channel,

AI

= 3/2.

there is only one strong phase shift,

of contributions

from different

As strong
denoted

strong phases is not met and

%r+,o = 0.
;r,

The same argument

holds for B*

There is no unambiguous

-

-..

(4.3)

+ x*x0.

experimental

evidence for direct

CP violation

yet.

..

4.2. IdPI # 1
We now study the.decays

PO, PO + ORYX. From the AP

PO +rux,

_.

= AQ rule,

PO -+e+ux.

For the allowed processes, we define the following

(4.4)

amplitude:

= A*.

(4.5)

r(K, -+ e+~x) - r(KL --+hx)
ud = r(KL --$e+Y~)+ r(K, -+ e-ox)’

(4.6)

(l+uXl

H IP”)

= A,

@Xl

H IF’)

For the I< system, we can measure

As
(l+uXI

H IKL) = pA,

(l-YXI

H IKL) = qA*,

(4.7)

we get

-.

.-

1 - IQ/PI2

.

(4.8)

as1 = 1 + \q/py
*.Withthe

notation

(2.5), (4.8) becomes a,[ = 2Re(e)/(l
16

+ 1~1~).

-

:

I

a,~ was measured for both final e and final p. The weighted

average is [26]

usi = (3.27 f 0.12) x 10-3.

(4.9)

For the B system, we can measure

r(Bjhls(t) + e+yx) - r(q,,,(t) + hx)
us’= r(B;hys(t)+ e+Y~)+ rp;,,,(t) j hx)’

z r,

(4.10)

As

..

(e-q

H p;,,,(t))

= (QIP)S-(w*~

(e+q

H Iqih&))

= (Pldg-w~
(4.11)

-we get
..

1 - IdPI”
.

(4.12)

us’ = 1 + IQ/p14 -

_

There is no experimental

measurement

yet of a,~ in B decays.

For both the I< and the B systems, the CP asymmetry
depends on the deviation

4.3.

in semileptonic

decay

of [q/pi from unity.

x $1

The importance

of CP violation

states lies in the possibility

in neutral meson decays into final CP eigen-

of theoretical

interpretation

the two CP violating

tainties.

Moreover,

mentally

measured, E and E//E, belong to this class of CP vioi’ation.

The two CP violating

quantities

parameters

free of hadronic
which

measured in the neutral

uncer-

have been experi-

K system are

-.
,-

rloo =

(r”nol
(&r”l

H I&)
H II&)

’

‘+17

(K+T- 1H I&)
= (r+;rr-1 H IKs)’

(4.13)

1

:
I

The experimental

results are [26]

I~K,( = (2.253 f 0.024) x 10-3,

gioo = 46.6 f 2.0”;
(4.14)

Iv+-1 = (2.268 f 0.023) x 10-3,

$+-

= 46.6 f 1.2”.

We define
Aoo = (r”r”I

H I”“),

iioo = (T”T”~ H II?‘),
(4.15)

A+-

= (x+T-1

H I”“),

ii+-

x 00- -Q &m
P

rl+- =

CPviolation:

pA+-

q;loo

+

1 -

x00

= 1+ X00’

doe

- q/i+-

PA+- + qA+-

see in detail,

(4.16)

PA+_’

=
PAOO

As we shall-later

-

H II?“),

A+- - T! A+-

Aoo’

p-400
qoo

= (?r+r-1

~00 and q+-

(4.17)

1 - x+= 1+x+-’
are affected

by all three types of

lq/pj # 1 and ImX # 0 g’ive 0(10m3) effects, while IA/AI

# 1 gives

an O( 10w6) effect.
For the B system, we should measure quantities

of the form [6,29,30]

(4.18)
Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) lead to the following

form for the time-dependent

asym-

metry:
afcp = (1 - IX12)cos(AMt)

- 2ImXsin(AMt)

1 + IAl2
For decay modes such that 1X( = 1 (the “clean” modes), (4.19) simplifies

(4.19)
consid-

erably:
-.

,-

.

afcp( 1x1 = 1) = -1mX sin(AMt).
The

modes appropriate

for measuring

asymmetries
18

(4.20)

of the type (4.20) are those

.

I

dominated

by a single weak phase. Likely

candidates

are @KS, D+D-,

T+T-,

$l<s and others.

5. Theoretical
In this chapter
culations

we point

of CP violating

of CP Violation

Calculations
out the hadronic

phenomena.

uncertainties

that

The reason for hadronic

enter the caluncertainties

is

; Cd that we do not understand low energy strong interactions in qua,ntitative detail.
We separate our calculations into two parts. First, we calculate the effective
Lagrangian
-

rnz,

in terms of quark and gluon fields at a high energy scale, typically

and use Renormalization

to the relevant
lated with

hadronic

high accuracy.

we must calculate

_ -. _

states.

Group

Equations

Second, to calculate

the matrix

physical

elements of .L,ff

meson decays, approximate

form and normalization
symmetry

of the matrix

element.

decays (and in mixing

amplitudes)

decay rates (or mixing)

technology.

symmetries
Known

tle control

We may use phenomenological
over the resulting

solve the problem,

In some cases,

examples are the chiral

for B decay.

However,

in

the quark operators do not corre-

models to estimate

uncertainties.

physical

may help us fix the

spond to currents and therefore we do not know the normalization
elements.

down

and can be calcu-

between the relevant

for I{ decay and heavy quark symmetry

nonleptonic

to run C,ff

scale. This part is well understood

That is the part where we lack in theoretical

-e.g. semileptonic

(RGEs)

Eventually,

but at present they are also subject

lattice

of their matrix

them but have litcalculations

may

to approximations

and

uncertainties.
There is a significant

difference in the cleanliness of the theoretical

tions in the three types of CP violation.
the cleanliness of predictions
B systems.
-.

Furthermore,

for CP violating

In this chapter we clarify

quantities

calcula-

there are differences in
between the K and the

these issues.

.
,-

Fromeqs. (2.3), (2.1) and (2.6), we see that the relevant quantities that need
467
‘,to be calculated are q/p and A/A. Let us start with the latter one. Recall eq.
19

:

I

(1.2):
A = c

e-2i6pe+2i<,
c
i

A =

Aiei6iei4i;

i
Notice the following

Aiei6ie-i4i.

(54

two facts:

a. If all contributing

amplitudes

had the same strong phase shift, then ii/A

amplitudes

had the same weak phase, then ii/A

would be a pure phase.
b. If all contributing

; r,

would

-

be a pure phase.
..

Thus, for direct CP violation,

IA/AI

# 1, th ere should be both non-trivial

CP conserving phases (Si - Sj # 0) and non-trivial
0). Conversely, the calculation
_ -. _

CP violating

of direct CP violation

phases (di - $j #

requires knowledge of strong

phase shifts and of absolute values of various amplitudes
*
-involves
hadronic uncertainties.
_ .

and therefore necessarily

In the previous sections we concluded that for both the K and the B systems,
i/i

is of the form q/p = ei6(l + z), where 4 is a phase which

on phase convention
has hadronic
BK parameter

and electroweak

uncertainties.

both systems:
subject
This
namely

I’i2.

CP violation

but

arise from the
arise

But in any case, we are led to one conclusion
in mixing,

uncertainties

leaves one possibility

0(10V3),

of M 12. In the B system the uncertainties

effects of CP violation

to large hadronic

and 2 is small,

In the Ii’ system these uncertainties

in the calculation

from the need to calculate

parameters,

depends purely

namely

[q/p1 # 1, are small and

for both K” and B”.

for a potentially

in the interference

clean

of mixing

CP violating

quantity,

and decay. The condition

that we have to choose decays into final CP eigenstates which are dominated
a single CP violating
uncertainties.
&-

*

ghase. Then A~c~/A~c~

Such modes are available

hz some cases, it is possible to overcome
isospin-related
rates [31,32,33].

for

by

is a pure phase with no hadronic

in principle

the hadronic

20

is

for both

uncertainties

K

and B.

by measuring

For
several

_

I<’ decays, we look into either ++7r-

or r”7ro.

AI

The

= l/2

rule implies

that

both are dominated

by a single strong phase So. For B” decays we may choose,

for example,

It is dominated

@KS.

ple, the phase difference
pure phase) and (A/A)

between

by a single weak phase.
(q/p)

will determine

(neglecting

Then,

in princi-

the small deviation

the CP asymmetry

from

a

and is free of hadronic

uncertainties!
In practice
‘?loes

this observation

is useful only in the B system.

not work in the I< system is that the difference

dominated

by the two pion intermediate

in width,

The reason that it
l?r2, is completely

state and therefore

arg(h) = =g(A~,&,J = arg(&r/&r).
In the approximation

that (Az,/A

2r ) is a pure phase we consequently

.

A2n
-Y------E=
A 2n

.

(See eq.

prediction
._

is simply

ar

-2i(

(5.3)

.

However,

eq.

(3.11)

shows that

where q/p is a pure phase it is given by q/p = e2it.

for CP asymmetry

have

v2

(3.10) for the last equation.)

approximation

(5.2)

in K + 27r which is clean of hadronic

in the

Thus,

the

uncertainties

zero:
X(K --+ 7r7r) = 1 *

= 0.

T o 1earn something

It should hold ( as it does!) up to 0(10e3).
we have to give up this approximation

ImX,,

(5.4)
about

CP violation

and use

(5.5)
-.

,-

,
*-:
‘,.
Therefore,

we would encounter

hadronic

uncertainties.
21

I
.

On the other hand, to take (G/p) of the B system to be a pure phase means
--+ 0. The phase of l? 12 or, more important,

that we set lI’r2/M r21
sive CP eigenmode,

is still different

do!) clean predictions

from

of any exclu-

that of M r2 and we may have (as we

for large CP asymmetries

in the decays of neutral

B into

CP eigenstates.

6. The E and E’Param eters
6.1.

..

WHAT

ARE

E AND

E’/E?

There is a possible contribution

in (4.17) f rom direct

CP violation

[34,35].

This is due to the fact that there are two isospin channels, leading to final (27r)r,o
and (2~)1=2 states:

_ -. _

_.
(7A T=&(mr)I=ol”I
&r7r)I=2
++7r-1
=lr $((7m )Id)I
+ J-f ((7r7&2

. _
However,

the AI

19
I-

(6-l)

the possible effects are small because (on top of the smallness of all

CP violating
._

= l/2

phases in the Ir’ system) the final I = 0 state is dominant
rule).

(this is

Defining

AI = ((n+l

&

H II<“),

= ((m r)rj

H II?“),

(6.2)

we have, experimentally,
(A2/AoI M l/20.
-.

(6.3)

.
,-

_: Instead of 700 and q+- we may define two combinations,
*Y‘,that the possible direct CP violating effects are isolated
22

-

E and e’, in such a way
into e’.

:

Our experimental

definition

To zeroth order in Az/Ao,

of the E parameter

we have 700 = q+-

is then:

= E. However,

(6.4) is chosen in such a way that the following

bination

order in AZ/A0

the specific com-

relation

holds to first

(see (6.1)):
1 - xl)
e=l+xO’

; Cd
As, by definition,
direct

(6.5)

only one strong channel contributes

CP violation

The two definitions,

to X0, there is indeed no

in (6.5). Eq. (6.5) may serve as a theoretical
(6.4) and (6.5), are identical

Is e a manifestation’of

CP violation

to an excellent

in mixing

definition

approximation.

or in the interference

and decay? The answer is that in the I< system the two are related,
c #- 0 is a manifestation

of both.

To be explicit,

(5.5):
. _

the phase deviation
mixing

of (q/p)(Ao/Ao)

and decay) are both 0(&z)

of mixing

1+ (&)2’

f rom 1 (CP violation
and th us contribute

Our experimental

hi-7

‘,-

definition

between mixing

in mixing,

of

but that

in the interference

if Al? << AM

then E would be

and decay only.

of the e’ parameter

2 = g77+- - q-00).
23

and

to s at the same order.

arg(e) M 7r/4 and so there is also CP violation

of interference

in mixing)

in the interference

of CP violation

and decay. It is amusing to note that,

a manifestation

(6.6)

i-s

One may say that Re(e) # 0 is a manifestation
(6.6) predicts

eqs. (3.11) and

1+ (&&)2’

of Iq/pl f rom 1 (CP violation

the deviation

and thus

2AM

q A0
2E x 1 - - =&

As AI’ x. -2AM,

of mixing

AL

!L - 1 =2&z
IP I

P A0

we examine

of e.

is

(6.7)

I

:

I

Thus
2(X00 - A+-->

A+A+- > ’

---

E’= 3(1 + A,,)( 1 + x+-)
where-in
further

the last equality
evaluate

we used (4.14) which gives X+-

(6.8) in terms of A0 and AZ.

(6.8)
:

M X00 M 1. We can

We use (q/p)(&

/Ao)

M 1, as

discussed in chapter 5, and iA21 << )A01 and get

(6.9)

i(62-60) sin( $2 - +o).

E’= -$A2/Aole
..

As in the derivation

of (6.9) we find that

a good approximation,
ask whether

there is no CP violation

e’ is a manifestation

between m ixing

replacing

of CP violation

q/p with

in m ixing

in e’. We can now

in decay or in the interference

and decay. To answer that, we note that e’ # 0 does not require

S;l # SO. In this sense, 1~’
I # 0 is not a proof of direct CP violation,
is.
.

a pure phase is

but Re(e’) # 0

.
The definitions

of E in eq. (6.4) and e’ in eq. (6.7) give

q+-=e+e’,

The way in which e’ is determined

Irloo/rl+--I

The experimental

r]0rJ=e-2dn

is actually

M 1 -

(6.10)

by measuring

(6.11)

3Re(e’/e>.

result is [26]

(6.12)

Iqoo/q+- 1 = 0.9935 f 0.0032.
&f
‘,Actually,

there are two recent measurements
24

with

somewhat

different

results

-

[36,37]:
a

Re(e’/e) =

(2.3 f 0.7) x 1O-3

NA31,

(0.6 f 0.7) x 1O-3

E731.

From -eq. (6.6) and using -AI’/(2AM)

M 1, we have

arg(e) x arctan(-2AM/AI’)

;

-!-

(6.13)

From eq. (6.9) and the experimental

= 43.67 f 0.13”.

values of S2 and So, we have

arg(e') = r/2 +S2 - 60 73 47f5".

(6.15)

..

Thus, we get arg(e’/e)

(6.14)

x 0. Then
Re(e’/e) M e//e.

(6.16)

_-

This is why-you
measurement
. .

6.2.

may often encounter

HADRONIC

z -2AM,

UNCERTAINTIES

(6.11) gives a

IN THE

CALCULATION

OF

E

for the Ii system where all phases are small, and using

2[ReMr2(1

+ ;) - iImMr2
AM(l

of CP invariance,

(odd) state. In the notation

,-

the ratio

we may write
Q --P

In the limit

that

of e’/e.

In a phase convention

nr

statements

+ ;)

q/p = e2it so that

(1.20), (6.17) translates
iImMr2
AM

- +Imr12]

Imh2

-nr

(6.17)

KS (KL)
into

is a pure CP even
%
(6.18)

*Y‘,To calculate the last term, we use the fact that for the K system I?12 is dominated
25

by the intermediate

(~7r)l,s

ImI’rz/ReI’iz

state.

= Im(a~)2/Re(a~)2

where as is the amplitude
state, with

The quantity

parenthesis
is then

for neutral

K

decay into

H II<“)

= aleis’,

= -2ts,

later.

This

bound

out:
((mr)~I H II?“)

implies

in the RHS of (6.17) which

in the calculation

of Mi2.

(6.19)

two pions in isospin-zero

= u;ei6i.

to has an upper bound from measurements

to be discussed
..

w -2Im(as)/Re(as)

the strong phase shift factored
((mr)rl

Ir,

Eq. (1.5) gives then

that

There

of the c’/e parameter

the it is the first

dominates.

(6.20)

term

in the

The main theoretical

are two main

uncertainties

input
in this

calculation:
a. Long distance

contributions.

These are parametrized

by a parameter

D,
(6.21)

The. intermediate
and others.
differently

It is important

contribute

above could contribute

to AM

in Z. All the dispersive

extrapolation

These contributions

in ref.

diagrams

[38] and

all the states

namely D of order 1 is not unlikely.

involving

are related

is the same for CP conserving

contributions

On the
are not

7r”, q, 271.and 37~ share the

by PCAC

and SU(3),

and CP violating

and the

interactions.

all obey the relation
Im(M12)~18~2~~3~

=

AM
-.

processes contribute

at the same order or even dominate

believed that the long distance

same phase because their amplitudes
PCAC

long distance

TO, q, 27r, 37r, q’

to ReM 12 could be significant:

over the short distance contributions,

important

include

(see the clear discussion

The contribution

other hand, it is commonly

to (M12)~~

to realize that

to ImM 12 and to ReMi

references therein).
mentioned

states that

-DltO,

(6.22)

I

,

-.

..;:.vvhere D’ is the contribution
to D from these states.
The contribution
from
a-.
.,.
an intermediate
~0 could be important
and does not obey (6.22).
Still, it is
26

:

I

proportional

to to,
Im(M12ho
AM

Calculations
hancement,

of N,,
N,,

long distance

_ N
-

are model dependent

90
t

but do not show any surprising

5 1. Thus, as long as neither D’ nor N,,

contributions

to ImMr2

(6.23)

0.

are particularly

are small, while for ReMI

enlarge,

they may be

large.
b. The vacuum

insertion

depend on a matrix
..

with

value of the matrix

a parameter

way to calculate

(““I

Note that Blc affects Im(Miz)so

- r+dyp(l

is probably

uncertainties

-.

in the same way.

Im(Mi2)/Re(Mrz)

In this case, BK

uncertainties

not small and, furthermore,

Thus we prefer to use Im(M12)/AM

- 75)s IE”)

and Re(Mr2)so

contributions.

and the hadronic

approximation:

- 75)s IO) (01 &yP(l - 75)s I@)’

If D were small, then we would calculate
count only short distance

We parametrize

BK, which is just the ratio between the true

dy,(l

_ BK 7 (I--01 d;lr(l

the calculation

it.

element and its value in the vacuum insertion

_ -. _

_.

contributions

element of a four quark operator between Ii0 and ITo states.

At present, there is no model independent
this uncertainty

The short distance

approximation.

taking

into ac-

would cancel out of

would be negligible.

However,

D

we have no reliable way to calculate

it.

which, though independent

from Blc.

.
,-

27

of D, has large

:

:

.--

‘7. Summary
There are three types of CP violation

a

in meson decays:

(7.1)
‘--C’P
..

violation

results

from interference

be observed

in nonleptonic

uncertainties

in the calculation.

_-

charged

between

direct

meson decays.

decay amplitudes.
There

It can

are large hadronic

(4 IaM # 1.

_ -. _

MF2 - fI’;,
_.

M12

CP violation

results from the physical

the CP eigenstates.
There are hadronic

neutral

It can be observed
uncertainties

-

(7.2)

.

3’12

meson states being different

in semileptonic

neutral

from

meson decays.

in the calculation.

(iii) x # 1.

A=(%>(&).
CP violation
decay.

with

(7.3)

1x1 = 1, ImX # 0, results from interference

It can be observed in neutral

exist several B decay modes that

meson decays into

have only tiny

calculation.
-.
,-
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between mixing

CP eigenstates.

hadronic

uncertainties

and
There

in the

I’. ELECTRIC

DIPOLE

MOMENTS

CP Violating

8. Why Are EDMs
An electric
tation
;+vector

dipole moment

of CP violation
which

(EDM)

2, 0 f an elementary

[39]. Th e simple argument

characterizes

(EDMs)

an elementary

particle

is a manifes-

for that is as follows.

particle

is its spin Ji.

The only

Therefore,

we

must have
Vi = dJi.
Under P-transformation
and J +
symmetry,

-J.

27 + -D

Consequently,

(8.1)

and J --f J. Under T-transformation

if either P or T (or, equivalently,

CP ) is a good

we must have d = 0. A more formal proof goes as follows

study the matrix

D + 27

[40]. Let us

element of 270 for a state with spin S:

. .
(S MI Do PM)
Using T invariance

= IPII (ii

-,

we get

(S MI T-‘TDoT-lT

IS - M) =(-l)2M

Using S + M = integer (+

(S - MI Do IS - M)

=(-1)

2M+2S+lI

( -l)2(M+S)+1

= -1)

pi 1 (;

Dn. One may wonder why should the above argument

-

.
, -.

that

particle.

as well.

in the EDM

;)

.

@a3)

I ]Dp(I = 0.
of the neutron,

apply to it, as the neutron

The answer is that the only feature of the particle

we used in (8.1) is that it is characterized

..-.applies. to the neutron
_.-_
-SE.
neutron states.)

_“,

we conclude that

Most of our discussion of EDMs will concentrate

is not an elementary

(8.2)

i)-

(Otherwise,

29

by its spin only.

This certainly

there should have been degenerate

No EDM

of an elementary

upper bound

(for our purposes)

particle

has been observed yet.

is that on the EDM

The most useful

of the neutron

[lo, 111,

IVnI 5 1.2 x 10w2’ e cm.
We also use the upper bound on the EDM

(84

of the electron

[41],

IVD,I < 1.5 x 1O-26 e cm.

9. Hadronic
..

The current

experimental

one of the most
dard Model.
constraints

sensitive

However,

Uncertainties

the strong interactions

by a given CP violating

by short distance

to improving

the neutron

where the operator

limit

[9] so that

algebra calculation
they are formally

one has to resort to a non-relativistic

ply to a naive dimensional
practicality

of the Stanthe

dipole mois generated

physics and is expressed in terms of quark and gluon fields.

diverge in the chiral

most operators

are an obstacle

operator,

(8.4) provides

extensions

is to calculate

some cases, it is possible to make a current
that

of the neutron

on CP violating

from DD,. The essential problem

ment
induced
_.

in 23,

bound on the EDM

constraints

@5)

analysis [43 - 451. Lattice

of the contribution

from a two gluon operator,

a two quark operator,

and naive dimensional

A two gluon operator

can be transformed,

of contributions
dominant,

approximation
calculations

[46]. W e d iscuss three useful examples:

current

non-relativistic
estimate

In

but for

[42] or sim-

are still far from

algebra calculation
approximation

for

of a three gluon operator.

of the form

using anomaly

relations,

into [S] CP violating

quark opera-

tors:
-.

, -.

3%mdms

1

&(iiysu

+ &5d + ~75s).

P-2)

mumd+mumS+mdms
zg-

.,.

This can be translated

into imaginary

part in the mass terms for the meson octet
30

in the chiral lagrangian,
l&f

Fi? tr(MU
= -1-6-

+ MtUt

- M - Mt),

(9.3)

with
U = exp
The most singular
‘“in

contribution

(9.4)

to VD, in the chiral mT + 0 limit

ref. [9]. as coming from a one loop diagram,
v

Here MN

=

$hrNN&NN

scalar coupling)

A very different

used to calculate
similar

ln(MN/m,)

4r2it!f~

8 e cm.

is the pseudoscalar

(9.5)
coupling

of the nucleon.

approach was taken in ref. [47] where the Skyrme model was

the. contribution

though the calculated

tions of order rn:N,

the result

= +3.6 x lo-l6

is the nucleon mass, and gnNN (grad)

( CP violating
_

n

with

was identified

from (9.3) to V,.

contributions

are different:

[9] calculates

while ref.

This implies that the corrections

The results are numerically
ref. [47] has contribu-

contributions

of order rnz In mi.

to either result are of O(l),

taken only as an order of magnitude

estimate,

In many models, it is simple to calculate

namely within
the EDM

and they should be
a factor of a few.

of the elementary

namely VD, and Vd for the up quark and the down quark, respectively.
non-relativistic
SU(6)

approximation

wavefunction

of the nucleon through

An instructive

measure of the uncer-

relations:

in the calculation

use running

-.
,-

Then, a

relates these to the EDM

The result for V,., is proportional
tainty

fields,

to m,.

is the fact that it is not at all clear whether

one should

quark masses at the hadronic scale (say, 1 GeV) or constituent

quark

masses.
-g&y‘,- The difference for the u and the d quarks is about two orders of magnitude.
31

:

.

There is one dimension

six operator

that is P and CP violating

cient involves neither light quark masses nor small mixing
gluon operator

analysis gives a contribution
eMC

v n= - 4r
where M = 21rF, M 1190 MeV
measure of the uncertainty

_-

(9.8)

7

breaking

scale. A typical

here is that various analyses may differ by a factor of

.
, *y-

-

to V,, of order

is the chiral symmetry

(47r)3, namely by three orders of magnitude.

-.

angles. It is the three

[45]

A naive dimensional

..

whose coeffi-

‘,.
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II.

CP VIOLATION

10. The CKM
In the Standard
three fermion
;-matrix-for

STANDARD

Picture

of CP Violation

Model of SU(3)c

generations,

quarks.

IN THE

x sum

CP violation

=

w%/6;

ufi

x U(l)y

gauge symmetry

with

arises from a single phase in the mixing

Each quark generation

.

MODEL

=

consists of three multiplets:

(w2/3;

0;

=

(10.1)

(w--1/3-

:

_~

The interactions

of quarks with

_ -. .

-~w

the SU(2)L

gauge bosons are given by
(10.2)

= ~gQ~iy~TalijQILjW~,

space and 1 is the unit

where yf‘ operates in Lorentz space, ra operates in sum
mat&operating

in generation space. We have written

to make the transformation

to mass eigenbasis clearer. The interactions

with the single scalar doublet

d(1,2)1,2

-,CY = GijQ’,iOdij

+ FijK4uij

of quarks

Model are given by
(10.3)

+ h-c..

Their complex nature is the source of

CP violation

the spontaneous

x

in the Standard

U(l>Y

+

Model.

U(~)EM

charged current

interaction
-Lw

With

symmetry

due to (4) # 0, the two components

doublet become distinguishable,

, -.

of the Standard

explicitly

G and F are general complex 3 x 3 matrices.

SU(2)L

-.

this unit matrix

breaking

of the quark

as are the three members of the W triplet.

The

in (10.2) is given by
= &guiiy’lijdijWz

(10.4)

+ h-c..

.
*he

mass terms that

arise from the replacement

33

of Re(+O) +

J

$(v + Ho) in

-

.

I

(10.3) are given by

-LM

= &vGijdiidij

+ &vFijuiiuij

(10.5)

+ h.c.,

namely
Mu = Fv/&.

Md = Gv/xh,

(10.6)

The phase information is now contained in these mass matrices.
; Cd
the mass .eigenbasis, we find four unitary matrices such that
..

v&kfdv~R

= Mdiag
d

VuLM

7

U

V+UR = Mdiag
u

To transform

to

(10.7)

,

_~
where Mqdiag are diagonal and real (but Vq~ and V*R are complex).
current

interactions

The charged

(10.4) are given in the mass eigenbasis by

_ -. _
-Lw
.

= &gmT’V;jdLjWL

.

(Quark

fields with

VULVJL

is the mixing

matrix.

no superscript
matrix

denote mass eigenstates.)

for three quark generations.

As such it generally

depends on 9 parameters,

chosen real angles and six are phases.
._

:

However,

The matrix
It is a 3

of which

x

v

=

3 unitary

three can be

we may reduce the number of

phases in 7 by a transformation
v

d

because it amounts

to redefining

QLi

--)

(10.9)

v = P,VP,*,

where P2, and Pd are diagonal phase matrices.

-.

(10.8)

+ h.c..

This is a legitimate

transformation

the phases of the quark mass eigenstates:

(pq)iiQLi,

qRi

--f

(Pq)iiqRi,

(10.10)

.
<-

_: which renders Mtiag unchanged (and, in particular, real). The five phase differ&i.:ences among the elements of P, and Pd can be chosen to eliminate five phases
34

-

from v in the transformation

(10.9), so that V has one unremovable

phase [2] is called the Kobayashi-Maskawa

(KM)

[48] is called the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
A -similar analysis

would

there were only two quark
phases but

there

see that,

_~

cannot

arise in this way if

matrix

among

(v)

has three

the elements

(Pu and Pd). Thus all phases can be eliminated

of two
from the

case.

phase in the CKM

matrix

note that the CP transformation

ulhere Q is an arbitrary

matrix

matrix.

A 2 x 2 unitary

allows possible

CP violation.

To

of spinor fields is

$w --) --~c~*(ig,

q(x) --f -Tj*tj*(iqc,

phase, C is the charge conjugation

matrix

(10.11)

(fulfilling

cy,c-l = -y,T; -c = c-1 = CT = c+>,

.
and P

(CKM)

CP violation

generations.

in the two generation

The unremovable

..

phase and the mixing

are also three phase differences

2 x 2 phase matrices
‘“Zagrangian

show that

phase. This

= xP.

The

CP transformations

of scalar and left-handed

currents

are

then
$itij
1CliT”(l

-

-4j$i,
+

TS)$j

(10.12)

-

lJjYp(l

-

YS)$i

7

where we used
(?Lr$j)*

Charged

vector bosons transform

=

(10.13)

--2Gj(YDr+Yo)$i.

under

CP according

to

W,‘+(x)
-wyq.
-

(10.14)

,
< -.

.-;NJass terms and gauge interactions
can be invariant under (10.12) if the masses
*.
..-.
and couplings are real. In particular,
consider the coupling of W* to quarks. It
35

has the form

gv$ky,ws’(
The

CP operation

interchanged.
couplings
; r,

1 - y&j + gv~;+y,w-‘L(l - y&ii.

interchanges

Thus,

the two terms except

CP is a good symmetry

and masses are real.

CP is not necessarily

violated

in the three generation

phase could be removed from V. Thus

_~

(4 - d>(mf -

mi)(mz

CP violation

- mt)(mi

Standard
one mixing

Model.

angle and the

- mz) # 0.

(10.16)

angles is 0 or 7r/2, then again the phase

is removable. Finally, CP would not be violated if the value of the single phase
.. .
were 0 or 7rr; These last eight conditions are elegantly incorporated
into one,
parametrization
that unitarity

independent,

condition

[49].

To find this condition,

requires that for any choice of i,j,

Then, the- conditions

on the mixing

parameters

Ic, 1 (between

are simply

The fourteen

conditions

a single requirement

incorporated

summarized

by
(10.18)

in (10.16) and (10.18) can all be written

of the mass matrices

Im{det[&@,

one notes

1 and 3)

J # 0.

-

If two

requires

- m~)(rn~ - ms)(mf

If the value of any of the three mixing
_ -. _

Vij and Vi5 are not

only if there is a basis in which all

quarks in either sector (up or down) were degenerate,
..

that

(10.15)

MUAQ}

in the interaction
# 0 e

eigenbasis

as

[49],
(10.19)

CP violation.

,
< -.

-.,-The quantity
*matrix;

J is of great interest

The maximum

value that

in the study of CP violation
J may assume is l/(6&),
36

from the CKM

but in reality

it is

:

I

known to be smaller than 1O-4 , providing
CP violation

in the Standard

The unitarity
tion.

a concrete meaning to the notion that

Model is small.

of the CKM matrix

is manifest when using an explicit

There are various useful ways to parametrize

[26].is a parametrization

v=

-%2c23
s12323

-

it, but the standard

choice

due to Chau and Keung [50]:

c12c13
; --

parametriza-

s12c13
i6

c12s23%3e

c12c23 -

i6

c12c23s13e

-c12s23

(10.20)

s12s23s13ei6
-

s12c23s13e

-

i6

..

where c;j G cos Bij and sij G sinB;j.

In the standard

parametrization

J. = c12c23&s12s23s13 sin 6.

This explicitly
0,x/2
. .

shows the requirement

and the phase different

The unitarity
We will

Standard

Model predictions

angles are different

from

from 0,~.

of the CKM

ements.

that all mixing

(10.21)

matrix

implies

various

relations

among its el-

find three of them very useful to our understanding

of the

for CP violation:

KdVcs

+

xdV$

+

VtdV;

=

0,

vusv,*a
+KsVc*b
+vtsv,;
=0,

(10.22)

(10.23)

(10.24)
Each of these three relations
-.

, -.

.

requires the sum of three complex

vanish and so can be geometrically
_.-:g&. -These are “the unitarity
%suallyreserved

to

represented in the complex plane as a trianthough the term “unitarity

triangles”,

for the relation

quantities

triangle”

(10.24) only (for reasons to be soon understood).
37

is

_

.

(a >

(b)

_-._
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(C )

.

Figure
CiKsVi+b

2.
= 0;

(c)
The

is much shorter

unitarity

to draw the three triangles,

lVij/.

This is done in Fig.

understanding

system (the first triangle)
(the second triangle).

, -.

I

The most exciting

related to the third

lifetime

of the B meson.

triangle.
To observe

the experimental

2. In the first

of why

and why certain

system,

.ey-to

knowing

than the other two, and so they almost

would give an intuitive

-

triangles
of the CKM matrix:
(a) c; VidViz
=
ree triangles are drawn at a common scale.

0;

(b)

= 0. Theth

CiVidViE

It is instructive
of the various

three

7204A4

two triangles,

triangle

one side

collapse to a line. This

CP violation

is so small in the I<

CP asymmetries

in B, decays vanish

physics of CP violation

lies in the B

Its overall smallness is related to the long
CP asymmetries

in B decays, we would

produce many Be’s because the relevant branching

the openness of the third

values

ratios are small.

But

guarantees that once we produce them, we are
38

.

I
.-

likely to observe large CP asymmetries.
Eq. (10.17) h as striking
(i)

All unitarity

(ii)

implications

triangles

triangle

The sign of J gives the direction
The resealed unitarity

triangles:

are equal in area.

The area of each unitarity

(G)

for the unitarity

triangle

is given by flJI.
of the complex vectors.

(Fig.

3) is derived from the triangle

(10.24)

;c
%Y

a. Choosing a phase convention

..

of the triangle

_-

b. Dividing

such that (VcdV,*b) is real. This aligns one side

along the real axis.

the lengths of all sides by jVcdV,*bI. This makes the length of the

real side 1. The form of the triangle
*_ Two vertices

of the resealed unitarity

(1,O). The coordinates

of the remaining

three angles of the unitarity

They

are physical

quantities

measured ‘by CP asymmetries

-.

triangle

triangle

are thus fixed at (0,O) and

vertex are denoted by (p,~)

[51]. The

are denoted by a, p and y:

and, as we will
in B decays.

.
, -.
2&y-

remains unchanged.

-,.

39

see later,

can be independently

.

.-

..

.

0

P

7-92

Figure 3. The unitarity
depicts the resealed unitarity

11. Measuring

triangle
triangle.

CKM

Six of the nine absolute

xi

1

(b)

= 0. ( a ) s h ows the original

vidvi;

Parameters

with

values of the CKM

namely by tree level processes. Nuclear

7204A5

CP Conserving
entries

triangle

while

(b)

Processes

are measured

directly,

beta decays give

lvudl = 0.9744 Xii 0.0010.
40

(11.1)

.

I
.-

Semileptonic

kaon decays, I< + tiev, and hyperon

decays give

IV,,] = 0.2205 f 0.0018.
Semileptonic

D decays, D + xeu, and neutrino

(11.2)

and antineutrino

production

of

charm off valence d quarks give
j&l

= 0.204 f 0.017.

(11.3)

; c,
Semileptonic

D decays, D + ILev, and neutrino

and antineutrino

production

of

charm off sea s quarks give

..

(11.4)

IV,,l = 1.06 f 0.18.
Semileptonic

_ -. .

B decays, B t

D*ev,

give

..

(11.5)

lVcbl = 0.040 f 0.007.
.
The endpoint

spectrum

in semileptonic

B decays, B + Xev,

give

IVub/Vcbl = 0.10 f 0.03.

(We take the various ranges for IV;j I above from ref. [26], except for ] &, I where

._

of ref. [52].) U sin
’ g unitarity

we use an’update

of the above ranges (most noticeably,
top mixings

II&l.

The full information

that

constraints,

VI =

one can narrow

of lVcsI) and put constraints

on absolute values of the CKM

(at one sigma) from both direct measurements

-.

W-6)

and unitarity

some
on the

elements

is summarized

0.9749 - 0.9754

0.2187 - 0.2223

0.002 - 0.006

0.218 - 6.221

0.9735 - 0.9752

0.033 - 0.047

0.003 - 0.016

0.032 - 0.048

0.9986 - 0.9993

.

by

(11.7)

.
, -.

-.--Note that
%e

the only large uncertainties

related through

eq. (10.24).

are in ]&,]

and I&l.

Th us, the unitarity

triangle

41

However,

the two

is a very convenient

.

I
.-

WC
..

I
I
I
i
I
WC 1

b
l-12:
z

7-92
7204A7

. Figure 4.

The quark diagram description of Mlz(B) and LIZ ( W

tool for presenting
determined

constraints

from indirect

measurements

on the most poorly

measurement,

namely

parameters.

The most useful

CP conserving

process, is ‘that of mixing

indirect

in the B” - B” system.

xd

-

AMB

-

The experimental

= 0.67 f 0.10.

a loop-level
result is [53]

(11.8)

rB

The theoretical

calculation

cause short distance

physics dominate

from the box diagram
-.

,-

is on more solid ground than in the IC’O system, be-

(Fig. 4) with

Mr2.

Thus, it can be reliably

intermediate

calculated

top quarks [54],

.
*-r

‘,-

xd

=

~b~~~B(BBf~)m:fi(nij/m~)lv~~b12

42

(11.9)

-

where
j-z(y)

Note that,

typical

affects our ability
improvement

= 1- ~~~l~+y~~
[1+&‘“(Y)]

*

of loop processes, there is a strong

dependence

to constrain

Recently,

the CKM

in the determination

due to heavy quark symmetry

parameters.

of the two most uncertain

considerations

J7blvcbl

(11.10)
on mt which
there has been

parameters

_ -. _

is that

(11.11)

= 0.040 f 0.05,

the lower bound

to (11.7)).

H owever, for any specific

$&r&meters

is more detailed,

.

The constraints

in (11.9)

[52], [55,56]:

(11.12)

fB = 190 f 50 MeV.
The end results

-

on ]I’&]

is raised to 0.006 (compare

value of mt the information

on the CKM

as presented later.

from (11.7) on the mixing

angles of the standard

parametriza-

tion are:

s12 = 0.2205 f 0.0018,

s 23 = 0.040 f 0.007,

s&23

= 0.10 f 0.03.

(11.13)

From (11.13) we find
J = (3.5 f 1.5) x 10S5 sinS.

43

(11.14)

-

.

12. The E Parameter
As discussed
convention

in section

6.2, an approximate

expression

for e (in a phase

where A2 is real) is

:

(12.1)

Furthermore,
reliably

IrnMi2

calculated

is dominated

by short

from the box diagrams

distance

physics

and thus can be

[57]:

..

(12.2)

There are several suppression factors in (12.2). First, it is fourth order in the weak
coupling.

Second, there are small mixing

mechanism
vanishes.
explains

why

AiWK/mK

suppress iWr2 by a factor

is such a tiny

factor for ImA

to the first

However,

there is the GIM

of g4si2g

which

there is an extra

parameters:

- k

s 10-3.

unitarity

triangle

ReMI:!
(12.3) is related

quantity.

from the mixing

Im42

Eq.

And third,

which guarantees that when any two up quark masses are equal, Mr2
These three ingredients

suppression

angles.

(12.3)

(Fig.

2(a)):

it is the ratio

between its area and the length of its long basis squared or, in other words, the
ratio between the height and the basis of the triangle.
-.

,-

.

determines
*Y-

the size of E in the Standard

‘,Let us make these arguments

It is the ratio (12.3) which

Model.

more rigorous.
44

The phase convention

indepen-

.

.

dent expression for E is
mK

G2F

e ,ew4-

(BKf$>m2w
{r71y,Im[(V,*dvcSV,dV,*,)2]

1%~~ JznMK

Sf2

+r/2Ytf2(Yt)Im[(Vt*dVtsVzdV~~>2]

+

2r]3f3(Yc7

yt)Im[V,*dVcsVt*dVts(~dV;1*)2]}

-‘..

(12.4)
where yi = mf/m2w,

f2(y)

f3(x,y)

=

Well measured parameters

is given in eq. (ll.lO),
ln

(f>

4c13r

y)

and

[I+

&jl”(Y)]

(12.5)

-

in (12.4) are

GF =1.166

..

-

10w5GeVw2,

x

mw

= 80 GeV,
(12.6)

_~

f~
The factors

=0.165 GeV,

71 = 0.7, q2 = 0.6 and

The only significant

_ -. .

uncertainty

which we try to determine)

Aibi?K/rn~~ = 7 x 10-15.
r]3

= 0.4 are QCD correction

(apart,

factors

of course, from the CKM

[58,59].

parameters

is in
BK = 213 f l/3.

.
We can write

(12.7)

(12.4) in a way which makes the dependence on J manifest:

6 = 4 x 104e”“‘4BKJ{[r/3f3(Yc,
yt) - rll]yc

i- r12Ytf2(Yt)Re(Vt~~sV~dV,*,)/s~2}.

(12.8)
The terms in curly brackets are 0(10s3).

If 1~1were much larger than 0(10m3),

it would have contradicted

Model explanation

the Standard

arising from the single phase in the CKM
it does not really test the CKM
the fact that the experimental

picture

matrix.

,-

.

implying
.$$all~y
veniently

of CP violation

as

But as long as 1~12 0(10m3)

but merely fixes the value of sin S. Yet,

value is

1~1= (2.258 f 0.018) x 10-3,
-.

(12.9)

sin S - 0( 1) and not much smaller, makes the CKM picture phenomenoattractive. * CP violation
accommodated

*

as observed in the neutral

in the Standard
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Model.

kaon system is con-

-

.

I

m, =120GeV
t

mt =150GeV

m, =180GeV

0
-1

0

P

7:g2 .-

Figure
and Il$,/V&l
range.

5.

1

,-

.

-1

Fig. 5. The E constraint

on the Standard

P

0

Constraints
on the unitarity
triangle from E (solid
(dotted curves) for various top masses. The dotted

The detailed constraints
-.

2

1

2
7204A6

curves), zd (dashed curves)
area gives the final allowed

Model parameters

are presented in

(12.4) requires that the vertex A of the unitarity

.lies-between two hyperbolae.

The width of the allowed band is determined

?i

The bounds on the mixing

the &certainty

in BK.
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parameters

triangle
mainly

depend on

the yet unknown
masses within
presented

mass of the top,

the experimentally

so we give the constraints
allowed

are the direct measurement

measurement

range,

of ]&,/v&l

Of ]VtdVtb] f rom B - I? mixing

standard

parametrization

see that

indeed all constraints

the measurement

91 5

mt

5

(eq. (11.6)),

(eq.

(11.9)).

for various

top

180 GeV.

Also

and the indirect

The phase S of the

is the same as the angle y of the unitarity
can be met consistently

triangle.

in the Standard

Note that
of the first
the vertex

Model;

of e is the one which requires 6 # 0, or more explicitly

20” 5 S 5 178”.

_-

We

sign[Re(e)]

reveals that

two quadrants.

J is positive

(12.10).

or, equivalently,

For the resealed unitarity

that

triangle,

A lies in the upper half plane or, equivalently,

S is in one

this means that

that 77is positive.

_ -. _
..

13. The E’/E Parameter
. .
The most recent measurements

Re(e’/e)

(2.3 f 0.7) x 1O-3

NA31,

C (0.6 f 0.7) x 1O-3

E731.

=

Thus, there is yet no compelling
with

the Standard

standard

deviations

The calculation
the important
estimate.
-.

. -.

.

Model

of e’/e give [36,37]

evidence for direct

predictions,

the weighted

(13.1)

CP violation:

while consistent

average for e’/e is only two

from zero.
of e’/e has many theoretical

ingredients

in the calculation

of both

exchange

Let us first isolate

and try to get an order of magnitude

There are several types of diagrams

there are tree diagrams

uncertainties.

that contribute

and spectator

to IT + XT. First,

types.

The exchange

.:-diagram contributes only to the final I = 0 state, while the spectator diagrams
*Y‘,contribute to both I = 0 and I = 2 final states. All tree diagrams have a common
47

:

I

weak phase,
$T

=

Second, there are three penguin diagrams,
quark.

They all contribute

on a different

CKM

(13.2)

a%(vu*dvus).

one for each intermediate

charge 2/3

to the final I = 0 state only. However, each depends

combination:

4”p
=arg(ViVqs).

(13.3)

A difference in the weak phases between A0 and A2 is then a result of the fact that

..

A0 has contributions

_-

Consequently,
CL. IA2/AoI

_ -. _

from penguin diagrams

6’ is suppressed by the following

with

c and t quarks.

factors:

- 0.045.

-. b. IA;enguin /AFeel - 0.05. (Th ere is no relative
contributions
.

intermediate

weak phase between the tree

to A0 and to As.)

.
c. I(vt;vtS)/(v,*d%9)I

- 1@-3. (Th e penguin diagrams with

c quarks give a contribution

which is dominated

intermediate

u or

by the same weak phase

as the tree diagrams.)
The last factor is 0( J/sT2) - E. Thus, it cancels in the ratio e’/e, and we are
._

--

left with

(th e very rough) order of magnitude

The actual calculation

is very complicated.

estimate,

E’/E - 10V3.

It can be cast into the form (see

ref. [60] and references therein)
GF

d/e x 300 J -

Jz

s12

(&6> [l - %+,I

-Y6

ReAo

The y6 factor is the Wilson
-.

coefficient

-

fiEWl=

-

(a8

+

a27

+

%)I.

(13.4)

for the operator

.
, -.
-&f

‘,-

Q6 = -8

c
q=u,d,s

48

(SLQR)(&dL)

(13.5)

which describes the strong penguin
(Qc) = -1.16
(given- here in the l/N
quark,

and introduces

give the relative

contribution.

The matrix

element of Qs,

GeV3

approach)

(13.6)

is very sensitive

large uncertainties

contribution

to the mass of the strange

into the calculation.

of other four quark

operators.

The various

R’s

The three R’s in

parenthesis are small (6 0.2 in absolute value). R II+q, represents isospin breaking
; e,
effects in quark masses and does not depend on mt,
i-2v+11’-- 0.3.

_-._

However,

the contribution

sensitively

on mt. For

..

tributions
factor

in (13.4),

= 100 MeV and m, = 200 MeV, ref. [60] quotes

hadronic

mt = 100 GeV,

+0.21

mt = 150 GeV,

+0.56

mt = 200 GeV.

200 GeV) th ere is a cancellation
providing

yet another,

if e’/e N 0. The calculation

hadronic

somewhat
that

(13.8)

among the various conaccidental,

the Standard

is consequently

suppression

Model

would

even more sensitive

not
to

uncertainties.

To summarize,
matrix

e’/e gets contributions
elements

fact that various operators
differing

N

-0.04

for E//E. It leads to the conclusion

be excluded
:

penguins is rather large and depends

AQCD

REWP

. .
Thus, for large mt (-

._

from electroweak

(13.7)

from many four quark operators.

of these operators
contribute

with

signs, enhances the uncertainties.

involve

similar

large uncertainties.

The
The

order of magnitude

but with

The result is very sensitive

to the top

mass. -4 wide range of e’/e values can be accommodated

in the Standard

Model.

Ref. [60] finds, for example,
2 x 10s4 2 E’/E =5 3 x 10m3

mt = 100 GeV,

3 x 10U5 5 E’/E 6 2 x 10m4

mt = 200 GeV.

(13.9)
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14. CP Asymmetries
14.1.

MEASURING

As mentioned

that

r12

<

THE

ANGLES

in Neutral

OF THE

TRIANGLES

:

in section 3.2, in the B system we expect model independently

M12.

However,

within

the Standard

box diagram (with a cut) is appropriate
the two quantities
‘*ref.

UNITARITY

B Decays

Model and assuming

to estimate T’12, we can actually

from the quark diagrams in Fig. 4. The calculation

that the
calculate
gives (see

[15] and references therein)

..

l--12

-c---------M12

This confirms

37r
2

1

rnjf

f2(Yt)

1+-L-

3 mt

m9

our order of magnitude

8 m2 vcbv,*d

estimate,

(14.1)

VtbVt;

ll?12/Ml2[

2 10e2. Thus, to a

very good approximation,

(14.2)

We will use this result in our calculations
mixing

and decay.

estimate

However,

of CP violation

of CP violation

before doing that

in mixing,

in the interference

we note that

of

(14.1) allows an

namely

(14.3)

Notice that the last term is the ratio of the area of the unitarity
length of one of its sides squared, so it is O(1).
10s2, as can be seen from the unitarity
factor

triangle

(For the B, system, J/]&qz]2

to the
N

triangles in Fig. 2.) The only suppression

is then (m~?m~).’ The uncertainty

in the calculation

comes from the use

of a quark diagram to describe r12, and could be a factor of 2-3.
-.
. -.

Now we turn back to decays into CP eigenstates. We would like to choose
zig‘,.
modes dominated by a single diagram because these, as explained above, are
50

.

I
.-

theoretically

clean.

and penguin

diagrams.

However,

most channels have contributions

The ratio

from both tree

between the two for a decay b +

qtj’q’ is

[61,62,63]
(14.4)
The factor in parenthesis is 0(0.02),
ratio of matrix
‘Cd (i)

elements.

but it may be partially

Thus, there are three appropriate
2 1. Examples

Modes with

are B +

compensated

by the

classes:

r7rT, B +

DD,

B, --) pKs

and B, + $Ks.
..

(ii)

_-

Modes with

(ii;)
_ -. _

no tree contribution.

Examples

= 0, X. Examples

Modes with arg

are B -+ +.Ks, B -+ KsKs,

are B + @h’s and B, + $$.

Our first example is B ---) mr. The quark subprocess is b --t uiid which
..
dominated by a W-mediated tree diagram. Thus, to a good approximation
-

.

is

.
(14.5)

Combining

(14.2) and (14.5), we find

X(B + T+K-)

= ($$)

The penguin contribution
from the tree diagram,
resulting

hadronic

analysis

[31,32,33].

(E:{)

Imh,

(14.6)

= sin(2cr).

to this decay has a weak phase, arg(Vt~&),

so it may modify

uncertainty

The analysis of B +

*

D+D-

different

both IX] and ImX. We estimate that the

is ,S 0.1, but it can be eliminated

proceeds along very similar

using isospin

lines.

The quark

subprocess here is b --f &d, and so
-.

,-

.

X(B + D+D-)

d

=

a-‘,Again, there may be a small hadronic

uncertainty
51

ImXDD

= -

Sin(2,8).

(14.7)

due to penguin contributions.

-

.

.-

The same weak phase can be measured without
B + $.Ks.

A new ingredient

decays with

hadronic

uncertainties

in the analysis is the effect of I< - I? mixing.

a single KS in the final state, I< - I?r mixing

B” + K” and B” -+ Ii-O, and interference

in
For

is essential because

is possible only due to Ii’ - Ii mixing.

This adds a factor of

4 =- v,svf&
0P K VAVcd

(14.8)

;r,

into (x/A).

The quark subprocess in B” +

dominated

by a W-mediated

t,hI?‘O is b +

ccs which

is, again,

tree diagram:

(14.9)

The minus sign on the right hand side of (14.9) is a result of +.Ks being a CP odd
.. .
state. Combining (14.2) and (14.9), we get

X(B + $Xs)

The theoretical

= -

($$f)

advantage

(E)

However,

Im&Ks

contribution

to the direct

its weak phase, arg(VtbVt:),

phase of the tree decay and thus affects neither
clean of hadronic
determination
from

=

uncertainties

is similar

(14.10)

Sin(2P).

of using this mode is the following.

cases, there is a small penguin
as well.

*

As in previous

decay in this process
(mod r) to the weak

IX/ nor ImX. Thus, eq. (14.10) is

to 0(10m3) - This gives the theoretically

of a C’KM parameter,

even cleaner than the determination

cleanest
of sin &

K + 7r.h.
The third

Calculations

angle of the unitarity
in the B,

system

triangle

(y) can be measured in B, decays.*

are very similar

to the B” system.

One finds,

-.
,&.

* Thk method for measuring y seems to be experimentally
ways were suggested [64,65,66].
52

very difficult.

Various

alternative

I

:

similar

to (14.2),
(14.11)

_

ImXpKs

m -

sin(2y).

(14.12)
LcJn the last equation we neglected a small correction
in the unitarity

triangle

of 0(/3’), where ,L?’is an angle

(10.23):
(14.13)

Another
example

interesting

possibility

B --+ qSI<s. The quark

is the study of tree-forbidden
subprocess

b +

sss involves

B decays, for
flavor

changing

neutral
current and cannot proceed via a tree level Standard Model diagram.
_.
leading contribution

comes then from penguin diagrams.

In general (as is the case

in I< decays), each of the three penguin diagrams is of different
phases, inducing
the diagrams
for their

CKM

direct

CP violation.

with intermediate
factors

The

magnitude

and

But here, to a very good approximation,

u and c quarks are of similar

and their strong phases are very small.

magnitude

except

Using unitarity

one finds that
(14.14)
which leads to (neglecting

O(p’)

corrections)
(14.15)

ImX dlcs = - sin(2P).

Our final example is B, + D$D;.
X(B,
_:-*.

+ DZD,)

The quark subprocess is b + CES, so that
=+

=

ImXD,D,

= - sin(2p’).

(14.16)

_

There are five quark subprocesses in each of B” and B,
53

decays which

are

.

.-

expected
lating

to be dominated

by a single CKM

effect is interference

and 2. The list of hadronic

phase, so that the leading

between mixing

and decay. We list them in tables 1

final states gives examples only. Other states may be

more favorable experimentally.

We always quote the CP asymmetry

states, regardless of the specific hadronic state listed.
literature,

the approximation

1

CP Asymmetries

in B Decays

..

Final

Quark

SM

state

sub-process

prediction

-I 77+*-l b-kid 1
q5Ks
KsKs

- sin 2(p - p’)

i ---) ssd

0

CP Asymmetries

loto,lr

bjccS

in B, Decays

1

I

I

2

$JKs
15+cd

2&-y

sin 2o

5 + SsS

TABLE

-sin2/?’

1

- sin 2/?’

I

I

PKS

6 -+ uud

- sin 2(y + p’)

rj’q’

5 + sss

0

1 q5.K~ 1

b --t Ssd

1 sin2(P - /?‘) 1

‘,.
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for CP even

In previous analyses in the

,8’ = 0 is used.

TABLE

, -

CP vio-

14.2.

THE ALLOWEDRANGES

FORTHE

ASYMMETRIES

The allowed ranges for the angles Q, ,B, y and ,L?’are found from the various
constraints

on the form of the unitarity

to study

is p’.

Note that

therefore

it is very small.

..

= 2J(sin ~)VusVub/(VcsVcb)l

predictions

uncertainties,

Thus,

decays.

which we neglected,

in B decays are likely
we now concentrate

and sin 2/?.

We will

present

sin 2a - sin 2,B plane. [71]. Th ese are the quantities
furthermore,

it allows

a direct

comparison

We use the following
free vertex

._

triangle

=

sin2P =

Note that these coordinate
dictions
-.

,-

.

to transform

triangle

sin2a

measured

directly

long
Model
in the

(see Table 1) and,
Model

are not necessarily

predictions
related to

from the (p, 11) coordinates

of the

to (sin 2cu, sin 2p):

%h2 + P(P- 111

h2 + (1- d2h2 + P”1’
w1 - P>

(14.18)

q2 + (1 - p)2’

transformations

in the p - 7 plane.

to be measured

our results

are highly

nonlinear;

in the sin 2cu - sin 2p plane will be very different

constraints

become important.

[72].

relations

A of the unitarity

from the

in the Standard

of the Standard

with models of new physics where the asymmetries
angles of the unitarity

(14.17)

5 0.06.

we find that sin 2,0’ could be as small as 10m3,

CP asymmetries

for sin2a

to (11.6) and

when sin y = 1 and ]VUb/V&] = 0.13. However,

in which case the hadronic

before those in B,

related

The simplest

Explicitly

lower bounds on these quantities,

Experimentally,

[67,68,69,70,56].

p’ is the angle in the triangle

I sin2P’I
The bound is saturated

triangles

Furthermore,

hence the pre-

from the more familiar

since (14.18) are not invertible,

we

_.-may not simply map the regions in the p - q plane allowed by each of the vari*Y‘,ous constraints into corresponding regions in the sin 2a! - sin 2p plane, and then
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:

I

assume that the overlap in the latter
point

in the overlap region in the sin20

different

but forbidden

though it is in the overlap of two regions allowed by

the individual

We therefore form the overlap in the p - 7 plane first,

constraints.

Since the Xd and E constraints
mt values within

our analysis
_-

input

region into sin 20 - sin 2p coordinates.
depend on mt, we have carried out our analysis

the range 90 GeV<

in Fig. 7 in two ways [71].

values of (sin 2a, sin 2/?) which
parameters

within

their

ranges for the parameters
_ -. .

to two

plane is in fact forbidden

for various
..

- sin 2,L?plane may correspond

by the other, then the original point in the sin2cr-sin2/3

and then map this overall-allowed
-4

To see this, note that a single

points in the p - q plane. If each of these two points is allowed by one

constraint

;

is allowed.

satisfy

First,

mt

5 185 GeV. We present

the solid curves encompass

all three constraints

1 - CTranges (or within

.BK and f~).

That

all

using values of the

the theoretically

favored

is, the SM can accommodate

a B-factory
result anywhere within these curves without stretching any input
..
parameter beyond its 1 - Q range. We will refer to these regions as the “allowed”
areas of the SM.
Second, in order to get a sense of the expected value of (sin 2cr, sin 2,L?)given
our current

knowledge

of the various input

sample values for these parameters
TB[V~~[~, IVua/V&,I, r~, Xd,

the constraint
the sin2a

.-

.

(= 0 outside
(11.6)

p and q, and then rejected those sets which did not meet

(12.4) for l/3

5 BK

5 1. We binned the sets which passed in

6 the resulting

90% probability

we do not know the true origin of the CKM

-.

distribution

for lVcdl,

For each sample set we used the constraints

- sin2,# plane, and thus obtained

show in fig.

we generated numerous

based on a Gaussian distribution

and 1~1,and a uniform

m,

of the “1 1 cr” range) for f~.
and (11.9) to determine

parameters,

their probability
contours
parameters

distribution.

We

in dashed curves.

Since

and thus do not know

the true probability

distribution

from which the experimental

inputs result, and

since the theoretical

restrictions

on f~ and BK cannot be posed statistically,

we

_-can only interpret these probability contours as an indication of likely outcomes
*Y‘,for B-factory
results based on the SM. For example, the “tail” of the allowed
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.

.-

1

I
‘
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,

mr-=90GeV

I

i
I
8
I
4
I
I
t

130GeV

!

t

I

I

I

I
.________-_--_----,--____I__________
I

185GeV

/

0
Im A,+,- = sin

7-92 -

-.

.
< -.

.-B;s
a&-,

Figure
i+?r.-

2a

The Standard
Model allowed range for the asymmetries
6.
(solid curves). The 90% CL. range is given in dashed curves
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in B -+ +Ks
(see text).

and

I

areas which extends towards small values of (sin 2a, sin 2p) requires many of the
parameters

to be stretched

outside the probability

to their 1 - ts bounds and so seems unlikely

and lies

-

contour.

We find that sin 2a can have any value in the full range from -1 to 1, while
sir&? is always positive

and has a lower bound [71]

sin2P 2 0.15.

(14.19)

; Cd
Note that none of the angles is allowed to vanish due to the E constraint.
..

that

sin24

may vanish for a certain

$ = 7r/2. However,

angle is actually

due to IVub/VcbI < ]I&],

The fact

a result of the possibility

,B < 7r/2 (actually,

/3 ,S 7r/5) and

hence the lower bound in (14.19).
We further
itspresent

find that

sin2o

is likely

to be positive

lower bound, and most importantly

if the top mass is near

the favored values for sin2P

above 0.5. We also find that the bounds on the two quantities
particular,

are correlated.

are
In

we note that:

a. The magnitude

of at least one of the two asymmetries

0.2, and probably

is always larger than

larger than 0.6.

b. If sin2,8 5 0.4, then sin2cr must be positive-in
Once the top mass is measured firmer predictions

fact, above 0.2.

will of course be possible, based

on one of the graphs in fig. 6.
We conclude
CP eigenstates
ing and decay.
uncertainties

that

neutral

B mesons provide

which have CP violation
The asymmetries

enter only,at

many decay modes into final

purely from interference

are expected

O( 10m3).
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between mix-

to be large, .,and the hadronic

-

15. The EDM
The Standard
small.

First,

Model

prediction

of the Neutron

for the EDM

we discuss the contributions

do not contribute.

of the neutron

from quark EDMs.

is extremely

One loop diagrams

The reason is that any one loop diagrams that contributes

D, (4 = d, u) is proportional
effects are possible.

to Vi*,&;

to

the phase cancels out and no CP violating

Two loop diagrams do not contribute

either [73]. Here there

is no intuitive reason. Actually, individual two loop diagrams do not vanish. But
; c,
an explicit calculation shows that the sum of all two loop diagrams vanishes. Consequently, the leading contribution

.

is no explicit

calculation

available, but only an order of magnitude

Pl k em,
The-calculation

to DD, comes from three loop diagrams.

G~aa,
79

mfm2
9
m4w

however, that Standard

more than three orders of magnitudes

(15.1)

J 5 1O-33 e cm.

Model mechanisms

than (15.1).

phase is the only source of CP violation,

too small to be experimentally

give D,

As mentioned

the EDM

of the neutron

observed in the foreseeable future.

QCD lagrangian

in our introductory

discussion of the EDM

will generally include a CP violating

larger by

It seems then that,

makes it a very sensitive probe of physics beyond the Standard
-_

estimate:

of diagrams other than 2), is subject to even larger uncertainties.

It seems unlikely,

KM

There

if the
is much

(This feature

Model!)

of the neutron,

the

term of the form

(15.2)

We found that the upper bound on 2), requires that 19is extremely
lo-‘.
-.

< -.

1

The important

point about the Standard Model of electroweak

in this regard is that it makes it impossible

to avoid this problem

small, 8 2
interactions
by requiring

..,-F symmetry so that there is no term of the form (15.2). The reason is that
a@,
‘,.
m the Standard Model, CP is explicitly
broken. The actual parameters which
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:

I

contributes

to 27, is not 0 but rather the combination

6 = 8 + arg[det M].

Thus, without

extending

(15.3)

the Standard Model, there is no natural

way to suppress

the effects of g.

16. Summary
The Standard

..

Model predicts

that

all CP violating

phenomena

in neutral

meson decays are related to the single phase of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix.

Consequently,

the model is very predictive.

the II’ system (the E parameter)
Model.

is conveniently

Together with other (CP conserving)

it- gives clean predictions

CP violation

accommodated

measurements

for large CP asymmetries

as observed in
in the Standard

of CKM

in neutral

parameters

B decays.

Their

mesurement in the future will stringently test the CKM picture of CP violation.
. .
The KM phase gives tiny electric dipole moments for the neutron and the electron.
If either of them is found in near future experiments,
a source of CP violation
V,
:

additional

requires extreme fine tuning

CP violation

to 6KM.

of 0~~0

is incomplete.

60

it will unambiguously

require

On the other hand, the smallness of

and implies

that our understanding

of

J

III.

CP VIOLATION

BEYOND

17. Extending

THE

FCNC

Cd

17.1.
..

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter,

we update

an extended

quark sector.

with

_ -. _

MODEL

the Quark Sector

Z-Mediated
;

STANDARD

the analysis of refs.
In addition

of quarks,

there is an .SU(2)L-singlet

important

feature

@layor Changing

Currents

We study

to the three standard

of charge -l/3.

of this model is that
Neutral

[74,75].

a model

generations

For our purposes,

it allows for CP

violating

the

Z-mediated

(FCNC).

-

To understand how these FCNC arise, it is convenient to work in the basis
.
where the up sector interaction eigenstates are identified with the mass eigenstates.

The down sector interaction

eigenstates

by a 4 x 4 unitary

eigenstates

matrix

K.

are then related

Charged current

to the mass

interactions

are de-

scribed by
LKt
J’“The charged current mixing

Vij = K;j

-.

,-

.

Note that V is parametrized

=s(W;JP+
Jz
=VijUiLy’djL.
matrix

for

+ W,“Jp-),

(17.1)

V is a 3 x 4 sub-matrix

i = l,...

,3; j = l,..

of I<:

. ,4. >

(17.2)

by six real angles and three phases, instead of three

.: -angles and one phase in the original CKM matrix.
*Y‘,phases may affect CP asymmetries in B” decays.
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As we shall see, all three

-

.-

Neutral

current

interactions
p

int

are described by

---z,(J’“3g

-

cos 6w

sin2 O,JiM),
(17.3)

Jp3 = - $Upp(tpLy ‘dqL + ;GijiiiLy’ujL
The neutral
unitary,

current mixing

matrix

U # 1. In particular,

-

for the down sector is U = VtV.

its non-diagonal

As V is not

elements do not vanish:

(17.4)
..

_~

The three elements which are relevant for our study are
uds

=v,dvu,

+

v,*,v,,

+

vt;vts,

Udb

=V,*,vub

+

V;Kb

+

Vt;Vtb,

Usb

=v,*,vub

+

v,*,Vcb

+

v,*,vtb.

(17.5)

..

The-fact
FCNC

that,

unlike the SM, the various UP, do not necessarily

at tree level. This may substantially

modify

vanish, allows

the analysis of CP asymme-

tries.
17.2.

EXPERIMENTALCONSTRAINTS

ON THE Up, ELEMENTS

The flavor changing couplings of the 2 contribute
(i)

AMK,

the mass difference between the neutral

to various FCNC processes:
kaons.

(17.6)

(G) E, the CP violating

parameter

HZ =

in the K system.

GFBK~$MKVI
12Aiki~
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pmKUda>21

/ *

(17.7)

.

T(K+)BR(K~
T-(K~)BR(K+

(iv)

-+ p+~-)~
+ p+v)

;_

B + e+e-x.

BR(B + e+e-x)z
BR(B + evX)
..

(i!j - sin2BW)2 + (

(v) 2d, the mixing

= [(

parameter

!j - sin2 0~)~ + (

IUdb12

sin2 Bw)2]

+

Iusb12

Iv&,12 + Fpslvc(,12 (17.9)

in the B system.

_-

..

The experimental
[k,

measurements

of these processes puts severe constraints

77,.74,751 on the flavor changing couplings of the 2 boson (Up,):

IRe uds 1 5 2.4 x 10V5, IIm uds 1 < min(6.4 X 10s4, 1.3x 10-‘/IRe

lUdb/KbI

17.3.

IMPLICATIONS

5 0.037,

IUsb/KbI

OF Z-MEDIATED

(i) Mixing
-.

of neutral

0.041.

(17.11)

(17.12)

FCNC

If the Up, elements are not negligibly
physics related to CP asymmetries

2

u&l},

small, they will affect many aspects of

in B decays:

mesons.

.
,-

The experimentally
measured values of mixing in the K and B systems can be
x-7
‘,explained by SM processes. Still, the uncertainties in the theoretical calculations
63

:

I
.-

(such as in the values of Bz,-, f~ br I&)
not give the dominant

(xd)box

= 0.024

contributions

allow a situation

to various mixing

[oztv]2

Ytfi(Yt)

[

where SM processes do
processes. For example,

‘-d~b12

2.3

x

]

[ ‘G;agd]2,

109 GeV-1
(17.13)

namely, the Standard
experimental
‘chold,

Model box diagram could contribute

value of Xd, and even less if unitarity

in which case the lower bound IVtd/I$bj

is possible that the dominant
..

mechanism

of the CKM

current

FCNC.
mixing

as 3% of the

matrix

> 0.09 can be violated.

is Z-mediated

how large should the elements of the neutral

as little

does not
Instead, it

We will now find
matrix

be in order

that this would be the case.
For K - l? mixing

to be dominated

by Z-mediated

tree level diagrams,

eq.

(17.6) requires
..
lRe[(uds)2]l
For ; to be dominated

by Z-mediated

2 1.4

mixing

10w7.

(17.14)

tree level diagrams,

IIm[(u&)“]l
For B, -,B,

X

eq. (17.7) requires

2 0.9 x lo-‘.

to be dominated

(17.15)

by Z-mediated

tree level diagrams,

eq.

(17.10) requires

IUdb/KbI

>

o-014;

Note that if unitarity
last requirement
implying
-.
,-

(Udb/(&>&b)j

0.08;

is only weakly violated,

in (17.16) is in contradiction

that the dominant

box. diagram.
.c
*.
(i$Unitarity

2

I&b/(&;%b)(

matrix.
64

0.08.

(17.16)

so that lVtsVtbI - lVcsVca I, then the
with (17.12) and cannot 1)e fulfilled,

mechanism for B, mixing

of the 3 x 3 CKM

2

is still the Standard

Model

-

Within

the SM, unitarity

However,

of the three generation

CKM

uds

=

v,*,vu,

+

v,*,v,,

+

vt;vts

=o,

udb

-

v,*,vub

+

v,*,v,b

+

Vt;Vtb

=o,

%b

=

v,*,Vub

+

v,*,&b

+

VtzVtb

~0.

matrix

gives:

eq. (17.5) s h ows that now eq. (17.17) is replaced by

(17.18)
..

A measure of the violation

ludsl/lv,dvusl

5

These bounds

follow

the -SM relations

of (17.17) is given by

I&ibl/lVc:~bI

10-4;

from

the experimental

is practically

than . 5%. However,

magnitudes

quadrangle.

Our main
quark

cesses get additional
the magnitudes

KV)

-.

is in hadronic

is b +

Uiuidj,

contributions

of the Z-mediated

-

cm)

A geometrical

constrained,

by less

effects:

presentation
at present,

of

it

of the
only the

but not their phases.

in the range [0,27r].

B decays.

interest

sub-process

(17.19)

The first

by O(0.2)

7. It should be stressed that,

of U,jb and U&, are experimentally

Z-mediated

O-17.

given above.

may be violated

Each of the angles G and ,8 could be anywhere
(G)

5

while the second is violated

the Udb = 0 constraint

is given in Fig.

IUdb//IVfrdKbI

bounds

maintained,

should be replaced by a unitarity
new relation

0.04;

2

B” decays to CP

with

ui = U,C

from

Z-mediated

amplitude

sin2 0W] )u~b/(vijvi~)]

eigenstates,

and dj = d,~.
FCNC.

(uTb/(vijK:)(

These pro-

The ratio

and the W-mediated
M (l/3)

where the

between

amplitude
-

is:

(17.20)

.
< -.

_.- .To bound th is ratio, we use the experimental
constraints
in eq. (17.12), our
hit-‘,requirement that mixing of Bd mesons is dominated by Z-mediated FCNC in eq.
65

.

--

.

.-

7-92

..

7204A3

Figure 7. The unitarity’quadrangle
quark.
Vij are elements of the charged
‘neutral current mising .matrix.
..

(17.16),

in a model with a fourth, SU(2)L-singlet,
charge -l/3
current mixing matrix while Udb is an element in the

and the range 0.07 5 ]&,/V&,]

diagrams

cannot

dominate

for b + s transitions,

the relevant

contributions

(iv) New contributions

with

We find that

the Z-mediated

B decays. They can be safely neglected

but may be significant

On the other hand, diagrams
comparable

5 0.13.

for b + d (3-18%).

no SM tree contributions

from penguin and Z-mediated

[78] now have

tree diagrams.

to I’12(Bq).

The difference in width comes from decay modes which are common to B, and
B,.

As discussed above, there are new contributions

Z-mediated

FCNC.

It is important

to such decay modes from

to note, however, that while the contributions

to the difference in mass, 2Mi2, are from tree level diagrams,
to the difference
enhancement
-.

< -.

.

Mlz(B,)
*’

in width,

l?i2, are still of O(g”).

of the SM value for l? 12 is expected,

namely O(g”), those

Consequently,

no significant

and the relation

l?12(Bq) <

is maintained.

In summary,

the dominant

mechanism for mixing in neutral
66

Bd systems could

.

be Z-mediated
hadronic

FCNC.

The conditions

for that are given in eq. (17.16).

B decays of relevance are still dominated

and h(Bg)
Mixing

so that

-a M#3,),

CP

asymmetries

in the B, system cannot be dominated

the neutral
satisfied.
FCNC

K system can be dominated
CP violation

in the neutral

by SM W-mediated
can be cleanly

by Z-mediated

by Z-mediated

diagrams
interpreted.

FCNC.

FCNC

K system can be dominated

But the

Mixing

in

-..

if eq. (17.14) is

.

by Z-mediated

if eq. (17.15) is satisfied.

; c,
17.4.
.

AN

EXPLICIT

It is convenient

PARAMETRIZATION

to use an explicit

We use the parametrization
case). Assuming
the following

_ -. _

I{:..

parametrization

of refs. [79, SO] (appropriately

that all mixing

constraints

to the 3 x 4

angles 8;j are small, we put cos Bij = 1. We use

from SM tree-level

S12 zO.22;

S23

M 0.04;

50.07;

S24

5 0.5.

processes and from the unitarity

of

S13

M 0.004;
(17.21)

S14

(sij s sin8ij.)
hierarchy

We furth er assume that the unmeasured

we assume that

424 = s24/(s23s34),

s14/(s12s23s34),

ation mixing

W e remind

414 -

the reader that a similar

angles is experimentally

Thus, V has the approximate

1

1
v=
s12s23

-

the

(17.22)
for the three gener-

(17.23)

= 0.45 f 0.15.

form:

-s12

‘,.

relation

angles fulfill

verified:

413 - sU/(s@23)

, -.

mixing

~14 < ~24 < ~34. More specifically,

are both O(1).

&g--

modified

matrices.

.
.

-.

for the mixing

s13e i&s

s12

sl3e

-i613

1

s23

-s23

1

67

s14e
s24e

-i614
-i624

s34

(17.24)

-

I
.-

This gives for the relevant Up, elements:
uds

=SI’ZS~~S~~

Udb = -

[(l - q13edi61s - q24e-i624 + q14ei’14)(1

s12@3s;4

Usb =%3s;4

[I -

All the experimental

- q24ei624)] ,

[l - q13emi61s _ q24e-i624 + q14e-i614]
q248624]

,

(17.25)

.

constraints

in eqs. (17.11) and (17.12) as well as the condi-

tion on [U&l in eq. (17.16) can be fulfilled

with

-*r,
G4

In this case, the dominant

_~

FCNC,

while B, mixing

- 0.04,

- 1,

424

mechanism

is dominated

(17.26)

414 - 3.

for Bd mixing

will

by the Standard

be the 2 mediated

Model box diagram.

the other hand, we expect Im uds to be of the same order of magnitude
_ -. _

Consequently,
tributions
tihich.

eq. (17.14) is not satisfied,

from the Z-mediated

FCNC,

case e does get significant

so that AMK

give CP asymmetries
-_

17.5.

..

CP

matrix

contributions

IN

gets no significant

from the 2 mediated

-.

, -.

diagrams.

from those predicted

by the SM.

B DECAYS
in B decays for which

the direct decay is dominated

by the W-mediated

and ualr. These asymmetries

still arise almost purely from interference

we still have (taking

as the first unitarity

tree level diagram:

relation

is practically

a+,~~, CLDD
of mixing

maintained,

into account CP-parities)

a+ZCs =

,
73 ’ owe;&,

in

of Bd and B, may depend

Our study involves the three types of CP asymmetries

and decay. Furthermore,

con-

other than the single phase of the SM. This may

which are very different

ASYMMETRIES

as Re uds.

but eq. (17.15) may still be satisfied,

Eq. (17.25) im pl ies that the phases in the mixing
on phases of the mixing

On

as the dominant

(17.27)

-aDD.

mechanism

of mixing
68

in the B system

is the Z-

I
.-

mediated

tree level diagram,
=A*u*

!!
0p
It is now straightforward
various asymmetries

to evaluate

(17.28)

Udb

B

:

ImX+K,

and ImX,,.

simply measure angles of the unitarity

We find that
quadrangle

the

shown in

Fig. 7:
a$bDlr’=s -aDD
..

= - sin2P,

aTrr

=

-

sin2fi,

(17.29)

where
_~
(17.30)
The important
is not that

poi.nt about the modification

of the Standard

Model predictions

the angles CY, p and y may have very different

predicted by the SM, but rather that the CP asymmetries
.
angles anymore.
As there are no experimental

constraints

This is clearly

those

do not measure these

on & and p so that the full range

[0,27r] is allowed for each of them, the full range [-1, +l]
the asymmetries.

values from

is possible for each of

seen when using the explicit

parametrization

given in eqs. (17.24) and (17.25):

Im X+K~ = - Im XDD = -1m
Im X,,

It is rather
-.

, -.

1

=Im

-i61a(l

e
ei613(1 -

obvious

value for the various

that

-

1 - qlaeisls
1 - qlse-i613

qlse’613

qlse-2'613

-

qz4ei624
qz4e-i624

our ignorance

asymmetries.

-

q24ei624

q24e-i6m

-

+ qlhei614)
+

q14e-i614)

+

q14ei614

+ qlde-iS14 3 9

1_,

(17.31)

’

of the phases 614 and 624 allows

This model demonstrates

that

any

there exist

..-extensions of the Standard Model where dramatic deviations from the Standard
..-y_
for CP asymmetries in B decays are not unlikely.
% ’ odel-predictions
69

.

Finally,

let us mention

an interesting

the B, system is dominated
Standard

point

by the Standard

about this model.

As mixing

of

Model process, we have, as in the

Model,
(17.32)

As shown in ref. [81], this is a sufficient
B +
‘+-the

+Ks,

B +

fact that

unitarity

~7r and B, +

the first

pKs

condition

for the angles extracted

to sum up to r.

two measurements

from

This happens in spite of

do not correspond

to ,B and Q! of the

triangle.

.

18. Extending
Neutral

the Scalar Sector
Higgs Exchange

..
18.1.

INTtiODUCTiON

.

CP violation

could appear in neutral

two Higgs doublets

[82,83].

scalar exchange in models with at least

If we require both spontaneous
[84] ( or t wo doublets

NFC then at least three scalar doublets
required.

-

(For a discussion of CP violation

in multi-scalar

CP violation

and

and a singlet)

are

models and no NFC,

see refs. [85 - 881.)
We denote scalar doublets by @i, with

,

The normalization

of the VEVs

v2 - 2

4P=vi+Ri+iIi.

(18.1)

vi is such that

vf = (&GF)-l

i=l

70

M (246 GeV)2.

(18.2)

-.:

.-

We assume NFC with only ap1 coupled to DR and only ip2 coupled to UR:

The quark mass matrices

are then

ii& = &G

The neutral

Higgs interaction

vl,

Mu = &F

oz.

(18.4)

with quark mass eigenstates is

We now rotate to the scalar mass eigenbasis,

‘RI

H,O
H20

I1

=o

.
.

grangian for neutral

6 -

Goldstone

Higgs, bottom

(18.6)

7
I2
.

;* GO
where Go ,is the would-be

R2

boson eaten by the 2’.

The Yukawa

La-

and top mass eigenstates is given by [89]

2k-1
--L?

=

c
i=l

and similarly

-.

, -.

g1i =

.
-g-7-

[(m&~&Oil

+ +Oi2)b

to other quarks.

-;oi1,

1:.
vrolation

92i =

in the neutral

+ (w/v2)~(Ois

(Another

- ;Oi2,

+ +dh)t]

common notation

g3i =

-tOi

Q4i =

Higgs sector comes from
71

Hi,

in the literature

-EOi4*)

mixing

(18.7)

is

(18.8)

of CP even and

.

CP odd fields.

The quantities

that appear in CP violating

observables are

(18.9)
Im AZ(~) =-$

c
i

There are two more CP violating
; 40

combinations

quantities,

Fi30it
Q -mHi

.

grig4i and g2igsiV which correspond

of A0 and A.0 in ref. [go]. D’lmensionless quantities

Zj are defined

through
.

(18.10)

It has been shown [90,91] that in a two doublet model, there is a unitarity

-vu

.
IImZ2

3

=21 C

hi = Iv&

vd

i=l

hhd12

-vd
VU

g3i94i

i=l

bound,

bd/Vul

bdl

<

/Vu],

Id

=

IVul,

lvdl

<< /Vu/.

(18.11)
It was further
tarity

shown that a plausible

is close to this uni-

bound [90,92].

18.2.
With

CP

VIOLATION

IN NEUTRAL

MESON

DECAYS

NFC, neutral Higgs exchange cannot mediate flavor changing processes.

Thus it cannot
cannot contribute

contribute

to e at O(G$)

significantly

to either B-B

exchange in models that incorporate
neutral

value of the couplings

and to e’/e at O(GF).

mixing or B decays. Neutral

NFC is then irrelevant

meson systems.

72

Similarly,

it

Higgs

for CP violation

in

-

7-92
7204AlO

_ Figure

8.

A contribution

to the three gluon operator

A- two loop diagram
would contribute

involving

to DN through
c

=

in a two scalar doublet

a top quark and neutral
the three gluon operator

Higgs (see Fig.

8)

[45,93],

2&&g:

Im&h(mt,

model.

mH),

(18.12)

mH) cm:

(18.13)

@-I4

-- so that

._

VN

< is a QCD correction

-

factor
c =

The function
-.

.

4 x 10-21e[ImZ2h(mt,
[94],

[2&L]-108'23

[!i!g]"

-10-4.

h(mt, mH) is a result of the two loop integration
1

1

, -

73

(18.14)
[93],

I

For mH not much larger than ml, h(mt, mH) = O(O.1). If, furthermore,
indeed close to the unitarity

bound (18.11), then

/DN - 4 x 10-261vd/vuI
for ]Vd] << ]vu], and even larger
operators

induced

ImZz is

by neutral

(-

(18.16)

e Cm,

6 x 1O-26 e cm) for ]Vd] =

Higgs exchange give contributions

10~1. Other

comparable

to

(18.16) [95,42].
; c,
Neutral

Higgs exchange could also contribute

to 2>,, the EDM of the electron.

Two loop diagrams may induce values close to the experimental

..
_-

18.4.

SUMMARY

CP violation
_ -. _

bound [96 - 991.

for the neutral
experimental

from neutral
kaon system.

Higgs exchange in models with

NFC is negligible

It could however give DN (and ZJ,) close to the

upper bound.

It was recently
quark, neutral

realized that,

due to the large Yukawa

Higgs exchange could induce interesting

coupling

CP violating

of the top
phenomena

in top physics [loo].

Charged Scalar Exchange
18.5.

INTRODUCTION

CP violation
Higgs doublets
CP breaking
-.

.
, -.

could arise in charged scalar exchange if there are at least three
[83]. Th is is also the minimal

is spontaneous

SKM = 0 and all CP violation

only

and NFC

number of doublets required when
is maintained

comes from the mixing

_.-course, possible that CP is explicitly
ai-‘,mixings provide CP violation.

[84].

In this

of scalar fields.

case,

It is, of

broken, in which case both quark and Higgs

74

I
.-

The charged Higgs interaction

-L$

with quark mass eigenstates is

= --$uLT/M,d’LgDR

+ $u,M~iaWDL

(18.17)

+ h.c..

We now rotate to the scalar mass eigenbasis,

H,+
HZ
.
II

(18.18)

=Y

..

G+

where G+ is the would-be

Goldstone

boson eaten by the IV+.

for. charged Higgs mass eigenstates coupling

The Lagrangian

to quark mass eigenstates

is

.

.C$ = i g(ajEVMiiagDR

+ /?jT&M~‘“‘VDL)H~

(18.19)

+ h-c.7

where
(18.20)

CP violation

in the charged Higgs sector comes from phases in the mixing

for charged scalars (and requires, therefore, at least three doublets).
that appears in CP violating

matrix

The quantity

observables is

Im A(q) = ~~/ZGF 2
1maiPi*
i=l q2 - m&kt ith only two physical charged scalars, there is only one CP violating
75

parameter

I

in the charged Higgs sector,

ImZ = 2Im(alP;)

where, again, a dimensionless

quantity

2 was defined through

There is an interesting

question

of whether

be the only source of CP violation.

In other

whether
natural

a model of extended
flavor conservation

charged Higgs exchange could
words,

Higgs sector with

is viable.

t&a& this possibility

spontaneous

dnlyj thus confirming
18.6.

THE

contribution

CP violation

neither

distance

2r-state

70 (the SU(S)-singlet

contributions

(""I

ai--

the analys&

Has=1

contribution

of the pseudoscalar

Iqo)(qo[Has=~
mK

of refs.

nor long distance

can produce large enough E. Thus, to

component

’ = &AMKIm

*

(incorporating

of ref. [107].

short

from an intermediate

ein/4

.

to show

E PARAMETER

an intermediate

, -

[105,106]

cannot result from charged Higgs exchange

account for E, one needs to assume that the dominant

We followed

and

The answer has been subject to controversy

the conclusion

In this framework,
._

like to know

CP violation

is not yet ruled out. We repeat the analysis

new data) anId find that

-.

we would

[IO1 - 1041. I n recent years, there have been two attempts

_ -. _

(18.23)

I

z r,

_-

(18.22)

=Ci q2
fiGFZi
.
-m&:,

~(~2)

..

= -2Im(~2Pz*),

[lO5,106].f

-

II(")

comes from
nonet):

(18.24)

mqo

We find that,

to account for the

We were unable to reproduce the result of eq. (16) of ref. [106]. It seems to us that
-they may have used a numerically
wrong value for (K” 1 H 1x0). In ref. [105], in their
definition
of G(z), there is an overall factor of l/(1 - z ) missing. This may have enhanced
the top contribution
in their calculation.
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.

experimental

value of E, the Higgs parameters

z

With

[In%-:]

should fulfill

=O.ll

(18.25)

GeVm2.

mH+ 2 42 GeV, this gives

ImZ ;2 80.

(18.26)

; r,

18.7.

.

DN

A large contribution

to DN comes from the electric

dipole moment

of the

down quark:

md!m(d*)

.

[%il/,d12g

(3)

-t qtl&d12a

($)I

(18.27)

,

.

with

1

(18.28)

-

We neglect the contribution
and we take the current
plausible

of the top quark (it adds to the charm contribution)
mass at 1 GeV for md (md = 9 MeV).

that we should actually

may be underestimating

use the constituent

2)~ by as much as a factor

md x 330 MeV!

It is more
Thus, we

N 40. The result is

DN = 2.5 x 1O-25 e cm.

(18.29)

We conclude that in a model where E arises from charged Higgs exchange, DN is
at least two times larger and more probably
-.

,-

.

the experimental
t See a discussion

upper bound.
of this point

in ref. [log].
77

two orders of magnitude

larger than

.-

.

.

.7204All

7-92

Figure 9.
CP violating
contributions
from charged scalar
toAS=
1 processes. It affects both E and E’. (b) A contribution
(c) A contribution
to B - B mixing.

-.

exchange:
(a) A contribution
to the three gluon operator.

.
,-

..

CP violation

z;n

o&ator

in the charged Higgs sector would also contribute
with

[93]
78

to the three

:

I

where h’ is a function

h’(mt

>> mb)

=

of mb, wand

mH which, for mt >> mb is given by

m2m4
t
H
4(m& - mz)3

rn&
ln--m?

For rn& << rnz, h’ M h/2,
‘“factor

while for rng

3
2+2---- 4
m2H

1 rnf
2m$

1
*

>> rnz, h’ M h. The QCD

(18.31)

-

correction

[ is given by [log, 1101

.

where ys = -18,
that,
..

Yb = -;14/4

and ,Bn = (33 - 2n)/6.

It follows then from (18.25)

if charged Higgs exchange accounts for E,
DN = 10 -23 e cm,

(18.33)

.
two orders of magnitude
18.8.

above the experimental

upper bound.

c’/c

Early

calculations

amplitude,

of e//e, using PCAC

found e’/e M -l/22

the contribution

to ImA(K’

relations

-.

, -.

.

of 0(10B3).
.$rJL~I)

i

factor

Note

that

+ 7~) is chirally

D is expected

27~

suppressed,

pP).

to be of O(m2,/4r2fz),

in this framework

an d consequently

ITL +

[lOl, 1021. It was later realized [103] that actually

(7r+n-I L- IIC”) = - gq,o(LA
The suppression

for the physical

and leads to e’/e

the value of e’/c is independent

of the CP violating

79

(18.34)

parameters

of

of the Higgs sector.

_

.

.

I

18.9.

CP

ASYMMETRIES

The Y-matrix

IN B‘DECAYS

introduces

new phases into the charged scalar couplings

quarks.

However, the leading contribution

mixing

comes from the term proportional

and has exactly
gram.

from #f-exchange
to mt.

diagrams to B - B

This gives (Yj~vt,j)(Y,*,&,)*,

the same phase as the Standard

Consequently,

Model

W-exchange

remains unchanged,

(Q/~)B = (MF2/Mi2)

to

box dia-

and there is no

modification
to the Standard Model predictions for CP asymmetries in B de; Cd
cays [ill].
Note that this conclusion is independent of whether charged scalar
exchange contributes
_-

18.10.

significantly

to B - B mixing

or not.

SUMMARY

A relative

phase between VEVs

in a multi-Higgs

model with NFC cannot be

the only source of CP violation. Of course, in a model with explicit CP violation,
.. such that ~KM # 0, a relative phase between VEVs could be an additional source
of C-P violation.
bound on DN.

It would not affect E:significantly,
An order of magnitude

to E is small, so is the contribution

estimate

, -.

(LRS)

-.-in (2, l.)i13 representations
iii81

of t he minimal

where P, C-and

that are spontaneously

troweak gauge group is sum

?!t

Symmetry

a specific version of LRS models,

metries of the Lagrangian
.

the Gauge Sector

INTRODUCTION

We study

-.

of the Higgs parameters.

in B decays.

19. Extending
Left-Right

the upper

suggests that if the contribution

to e’/e independently

There is no effect on CP asymmetries

19.1.

but it may saturate

x sum

broken [112 - 1171. The elec-

x U( ~)B-L.

and right-handed

80

Left-handed

ones in (1, 2)rj3.

LRS model is @(2,2)0,

CP are sym-

A,5(3,1)2

quarks reside

The scalar conand A~(1,3)2.

A

_

.

.-

model with
unacceptably
triplets

only minimal

scalar‘content

large FCNC

and spontaneous

CP violation

predicts

[119]. T o avoid this, one has to add scalar singlets or

but these do not affect our analysis.

The only specific assumption

the scalar sector that we make is the existence of a single Q-field.
such field is necessary to induce fermion

masses.) The VEV

about

(At least one

of @ is

(19.1)

The relative

.

phase 7 between L and k’ spontaneously

it is the only source of CP violation

_~

CP violating

in this model.

breaks
Eventually

CP : in principle,
there are seven

phases in the mass eigenbasis. They all vanish when 7 = 0 but they

are independent

parameters.

The phase q appears explicitly

in the mixing

WI =cosJ

.

of the charged gauge bosons:

WL + eSiQsinJ

WR,
(19.2)

w2 = - e”q Sin[

WL + COs( WR,

where
(19.3)

-_
The Yukawa couplings

are given by

(19.4)

whereQ&R, are
the sum
-.

quark‘ doublets

or su(2)R

of su(2)L(R),

rs is the Pauli matrix

space, A and B are matrices

in generation

acting in

space.

.
< -.

-P symmetry
““A andB

requires that A and B are hermitian;

are symmetric;

and CP invariance
81

C symmetry

requires that

implies that A and B are real. The

-

mass matrices,
Mu =kA

+ k’eBi’lB 7

Md =k’eivA
are symmetric.

The symmetry

(19.5)

+ kB,

of the mass matrices

implies

(19.6)

VR = FJ,‘F,t,

where
quarks,

VL and V’ are the mixing
respectively,

matrices

for left-handed

and F, and Fd are diagonal

unitary

and right-handed

matrices:

.
Fd = &g(

F, = &ag( e’+u, eidc, eiQf);

On top of the single
differences
-

CP violating

ei$d, eid8, ei4*).

phase of VL there are 5 CP violating

(19.7)

phase

in F, and Fd.

For the purpose of studying

to work in a two generation

new contributions

framework.

to E, z)N and E’/E, it is simpler

In this case VL is real and there are three

phases in F, and Fd. We define:

-! =(dC + 4tL- $8 - t&)/2 + q,

‘1=(b- 4~.
+4.q
- t&)/2,
=($C
- &A
- ($8
+&)/2.

(19.8)

‘2

Choosing

a basis where V’ is real and the mixing

phases appear in V’ only:

82

of WL - WR is real, these

.

I
.-

(a>

.

_ -. _
-

“iR

“iL

dL

7-92
7204A12

dFi

(cl

(W

CP violating
diagrams in a LRS framework.
(a) Contributions
to e from a
Figure 10.
box diagram with IV, and from a tree diagram with neutral scalar. (b) A contribution
to the
EDM of the down quark. (c) A contribution
to E’.
19.2.

THE

c PARAMETER

For e, the dominant

-_

WL - WR mixing

contributions

come from

can be safely neglected.

the diagrams

The value of Mlz(K)

of Fig.

10(a).

in this model is

[114,117]
Mg=
h

T 1 - ei(62-61) [43Op - 15p In ,8 + Q’& (11600/?~ - 15,8H ln /?H)] , (19.10)

M?2M

where

-.

P - m2wl
m2w2 ’

.
, -.

_.-a.ndwe assumed mH0 N mA0 N mH+.
v!O],

and is the product

k2 + ICI2
QH = k2 _ k12 ’

pH=$,

The factor of 430 was first calculated

of three factors of O(1):
83

(19.11)
in ref.

a factor of 2 since two diagrams

I
contribute,

a factor of 4[ln(m2WI /mz) - l] - 28 f rom loop integration

of 7.6 due to the Lorentz

structure

of the relevant

11600 arises because Ho contributes

matrix

element.

at tree level. Requiring

and a factor
The factor of

2ReMk2RS 5 AMK
-:

gives
mw,

(19.12)

mH 2 8.8 TeV.

2 1.7 TeV,

Note that the bound /3 s l/430

implies

(19.13)

( 5 2.2 x 10-3.
..

_-

-

Eq. (19.10) leads to

sin(:i “)

[430p

To derive an upper bound

- 15Plnp + Q”,(11600pH

- 15pH ln@H)] .

on sin(S2 - S,), we take m&/m2W,

(19.14)

5 4x/g;

-

.

ww

30.

Then
. .

P sin(S2
Conversely,

Psin(b2--61)

-

61) 2

ml4

820

N 10s5 e

for E to be dominated

w514 -

;L 12000

sin(S2 - Sr) 5 ( 3;zv)2

by the LRS contribution,

5 x 10s7 +

we need (assuming

mwz 5 120 TeV [sin(& -&I)]~/~.

84

(19.16)

.

/

1 9 .3 .

VN

T h e m o s t i m p o r ta n t
Fig.

L R S c o n tributions

1 0 ( b ) ) . A ll p h a s e s in V R c o n tribute

tributes to D D Ep r o p o r tionally

to

m,

to D ,

arise from q u a r k E D M s ( s e e

to D N [1 2 1 ], b u t (y + S r ) w h i c h c o n -

is th e m o s t i m p o r ta n t

o n e . A r e c e n t calcu-

lation [1 2 2 ] gives

;r D N = 2 x 1 0 - 2 3 J [4 .5 s i n ( y - & ) + 7 4 s i n ( y + S r ) - 1 . 1

sin(y-&)+16sin(y+&)]e

cm.
( 1 9 .1 7 )

T h e u p p e r b o u n d ( 1 9 .1 3 ) implies D N < 4 x 1 O - 2 4 e c m .

..

A s s u m i n g n o strong

cancellations a m o n g th e various te r m s in ( 1 9 .1 7 ) , w e g e t

[sin ( r

T - h e r e a r e also L R S c o n tributions
c o n tributions

( 1 9 .1 8 )

+ Sr) 5 10s4.

to 2 > , th r o u g h th e th r e e g l u o n o p e r a to r . T h e s e

a r e estimated to b e a n o r d e r o f m a g n itu d e smaller th a n th o s e from

th e q u a r k E D M s [1 2 3 ].
1 9 .4 .

8 /e

T h e c o n tribution
._

.-

to e ’/e (Fig.

p h a s e s in th e first r o w , (y-61)

10(c)) c o m e s from all p h a s e s in V R b u t th e

a n d (y-&2),

c o n tribute a t tree level with W L - W R

m ixing [1 1 2 ,1 1 3 ]. A r e c e n t calculation [1 2 2 ] gives

I~ ‘/6 1 = 2 7 6 5 1sin(y - S 2 ) + sin(y - S r ) - 0 .1 sin(y + S r ) - 0 .1 sin(y + & ) I.

( 1 9 .1 9 )

T h e b o u n d ( 1 9 .1 3 ) implies ]e ’/e ] 5 1 .3 . A s s u m i n g n o strong cancellations a m o n g
th e various te r m s in ( 1 9 .1 9 ) , w e g e t

-..

t[sin
- 6(r
+1sin
) - (y5
S ,)]

< -.

a & I--

',.
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10v5.

( 1 9 .2 0 )

19.5.

CP

ASYMMETRIES

IN B‘DECAYS

The effect of LRS on CP asymmetries
contributions
follows.

in B decays is very small because LRS

to B - B m ixing are small in magnitude.

One of the enhancement

is the hadronic

matrix

The reason for that is as

factors for LRS contribution

to K - 1i m ixing

element,

(19.21)

..

However,
_~

as mg M mb, there is no similar

corresponding
tributions

factor

enhancement

in B is very close to 1.)

to K - Ir’ m ixing

then the LRS contributions

in the B system.

This implies

are as large as the Standard
to B - B m ixing

that

(The

if LRS con-

Model contribution,

are O(O.1) of the Standard

Model

contribution.

.19:6.- SUMMARY
Even though

all the phases in the LRS model with

CP arise from the single phase q in the VEV
values unless one makes additional
found could all be saturated

(@), it is difficult

assumptions.

simultaneously

IPsin(S2

spontaneously

broken

to relate their

Thus, the three bounds that we

[124]:

- Sl)l 6 10m5,

It sin(y + &)I ;S 10e4,

(19.22)

IWn(r - 61)+ sin(y- S,)]l,S10-5.
However, without
-.

, -.

.

imply

(at least m ild) fi ne-tuning,

that the contribution

saturation

of the e’/c bound would

to DN is one to two orders of magnitude

below the

-$- resent
._ experimental lim it. If k’/lc 5 0.1 and all phases are of the same order of
magnitude, then the e-bound is the strongest.
86

I

For k’/k

<< 1, one can find relations
1 k’ m
2 k m,

62 = ---2sinq,

If, furthermore,

k’/k

]J(m,/m,)sinq]

namely,

<< ms/mc,

among the various phases:

61 = -362,

y=ry-&.

(19.23)

then (19.22) gives

2 10V5,

][sinq]

2 10B4,

the e-bound is the strongest.

)[sinq]

Furthermore,

6 5 X 10e6,

(19.24)

e’/e and DN are related in

this case [113,122]

.

IVNI = 3.6 x 10-24]e’/e]

e cm.

(19.25)

2O.SUSY

_ -. _
.

.

_ 20.1.

SOUkCES

0;

CP

VIOLATION

IN MINIMAL

SUSY

.

CP violation
study

in SUSY theories has been the subject

of intensive

theoretical

[125 - 1331. 0 ur d iscussion here follows for the most part the very clear

discussion in ref. [126].
The simplest
effective

theory

and most predictive
of the minimal

group is SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1).
fields,

&(372)1/67

u@, h/3,

Higgs supermultiplets,
scalar potential

H,(l,

=

1 supergravity.

The low energy gauge

Th ere are three generations of left chiral matter
o@, 1)1p,

L(L%1/2,

2)rj2 and Hd(l,

in the supersymmetric

W = ~JQK
-.

N

among SUSY models is the low energy

limit

E(L

l>l,

and a pair of

2)--1,2. The Yukawa couplings

and

are derived from the superpotential,

+ DXDQHD +

E&LH~

+ ~H,I&.

(20.1)

.
< -.

_.-..i-The- Xi._ are general 3 x 3 matrices. The SUSY breaking is due to the hidden sector
a&,
..
and gives rise to three types of soft SUSY breaking operators:
87

I

(i) Trilinear

scalar self couplings

(ri are

[~&J&H,+ %QHd
(ii)

Gaugino Majorana

+ E&LHd

3 matrices):

+ pBH,Hd]

(20.2)

+ h.c..

masses:

i”lxlxl
(ii;)

general3 x

+ $‘f2x2x2

+ $t!f3~3~3
+ hec.

(20.3)

Masses for the scalar fields za of the chiral superfields
(20.4)

hf;bZ;Zb + h.c.

It became a common practice

to restrict

-.
M:b

.
at the renormalization
nomenological

point

requirement:

=

(20.5)

m&2&b

of the Planck
in order that

scale,

This

the contribution

is essentially

from box diagrams

with squarks and winos does not exceed the measured value of AMI<,

one needs

v+i!!$, *22&&
(
>
312

(M6

is the mass matrix

is the CKM
properties

matrix.)

12

(20.5) for the scalar partners

potential.

(20.6)

W

One could also implement

of the Kahler

a phe-

of left-handed

quarks;

(20.5) as a requirement

A second phenomenological

V

on the

constraints

is

that, if we write
ti = m3pAk
-.

+ fi,

(20.7)

.
< -.

-.--then [i are small. Otherwise, large contributions
to AMI< from strong superbox
*it-.:is separable into
diagrams with LR current structure arise. If the superpotential
88

a hidden
f=O.

sector piece (which

breaks

SUSY)

and observable

sector piece, then

Weput
i=

0,

(20.8)

and assume grand unification,

Ml=M2=M3.

Then the theory

..

at the Planck

(20.9)

scale can be written

as

[~.&JQ& i- D~QHLI -I-EXELHD + pH,Hd]F +
+m3p[A~bQH,
_ -. _

- +!pS(X1X1
.
Rote

that

+ X2X2

h.c.

-k’ADbQh
+ AEXELHD + pBH,Hd]A +
+ X3X3) + h.c. + mii2zIza.

even with

the constraints

(20.5),

(20.8)

and (20.9)

h.c.

(20.10)

imposed

at the

Planck scale, they do not hold at low energy. The RGEs generate flavor changing
and CP violating

contributions

scalar self couplings.
minimal

The crucial point in analyses of FCNC

SUSY is that the deviation

a unit matrix

is almost negligible

AM;

-.

<-

.

to the squark mass matrices

M

$2

of the mass matrices

8?r2

This relates

FCNC

parameters.

Let us count the number

l

While

and CP violation

and CP violation

for Fiji:

in the Ii’O and B” systems

XE can be made real and diagonal,

to the CKM

phases in (20.10).

there is one unremovable

_.-:;~X.U and X0 which we call Sp. This is the usual KM phase, with
_
‘T[ b denbte the renormalization
point of the Planck scale.
89

(20.11)

(3 + IA12)~~~u.

of CP violating

in

for down squarks from

for B)R while it is 0; MiMu

wG4Gv)

and to the trilinear

phase

a subscript

P

The strong

l

CP parameter

now gets contributions

from gaugino masses:
(20.12)

8=6-argdetXuXD-3argr%.

l

There are four more complex parameters:

phases are removable.

A, B, p and ji2. But two of these

Thus, in the low energy supersymmetric

by (20.10), th ere are two new phases beyond the Standard

-”
-,

(where we fixed the phase of ~1 to give arg(pB)=O).

.

Model:
(20.13)

+B = arg(Bfi*),

= arg(A%*),

$A

model described

The simplest

hidden sector

yields $A = $B = 0.
To summarize,

SUSY effects on CP violation

a. The values of CKM

parameters

because there are additional
as CP conserving)

deduced from experiments

contributions

to the relevant (CP violating

Model

sources, S and 8 may contribute

either because they appear in interactions
radiative

of SUSY particles,

DN

FROM

4A

AND

The most stringent
tribution

in new ways,

or because of their

$A and $B.

&

bound on the phases 4~ and $B comes from their con-

to the finite renormalization

mass matrices)

as well

corrections.

c. There may be two new sources of CP violation,
20.2.

may change,

processes.

b. The two Standard

effects through

are of three types:

of 8 (through

their contribution

to quark

[126]:
(20.14)

This leads to
-.

~ -.

,

]#A

. -.;.i?i his suggests
‘;that,

+ $BI

2

if 4~ and 4~ are different
90

(20.15)

1@-7.

from

zero, the theory

should

.

have an axion.
contribution

In such a case, the most stringent

of $A and $B to quark EDMs
=N

h,eQ3

1”3md

lHd)

bound comes from the direct

(Fig.
/ tHd

4n m23/2 max(m;,27

11(a)) [126]:
1 arg(M,*B)

I”3f2)

lM3hm/h1I
+zm2

Taking

DN -

[ ‘“~3~:v]

arg(M,*Iull).

3/2 max(m:,2,

all supersymmetric

parameters

(20.16)

I”3i2)

to equal m3i2, this gives

2 [ ardM~B)l~~dM~~u)]

lo-25

(20.17)

e cm.

.

_~

For

m3/2

- 100 GeV this gives a bound of 0(10e3)

SUSY breaking
contributions

_ -. _

scale, m3/2

N 1 TeV,

on 4.4 and $B. For a higher

the bound is milder,

to the three gluon operator give similar

(20.17) implies that q5A and $$B have no interesting

O(O.1).

The SUSY

bounds [131]. In any case,

role in CP violation

in neutral

meson systems.
.
20.3.

THE

NEUTRAL

2i’ SYSTEM

There are several supersymmetric
1. The supersymmetric
-_

this

contributions

to Ml2(II’)

partners

of the Standard

not to exceed the experimental

value of AMK,

(Fig.

11(b)):

Model box diagrams:
near degeneracy

For

among

squarks is required (see (20.6)) and [ is required to be small.
2. The strong

superbox

mental values of AMI<

diagrams

with

LR current

structure:

The experi-

and E require [ 1261
4,2

s2 x 10-5-,

m2W

(20.18)

4,2

56 x 10-8-.
-.

m2W

< -.

q

,.,.

or 5 = 0 so that A[D

arises from RG scaling only, the contribution
91

is negligible

.

.-

ii

d

‘(bl)
S

.
7

7

D
D

7-92

w
Figure 11.
CP violating
diagrams in the minimal
SUSY framework.
(a) A contribution
to the EDM of the down quark. (b) Contributions
to E from box diagrams with (1) winos and
squarks, (2) gluinos and squark doublets and singlets, and (3) gluinos and squark doublets.
(c)
A contribution
to e’.
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because there is an extra power of small of quark mass,

MD

Actually,
similar

the phase $A discussed in the previous
diagram,

and it is this extra suppression

3. The strong superbox
‘--tion

(20.19)

=

to AMK

is small.

.

diagrams

The contribution

I4sllsy =
This leads roughly

with

LL current

a

The contribu-

to be

(20.20)

-

wusl”

to
m2wmz,24

IJI =5

..

gram does not dominate

x

1o-4

(20.21)

,

m;

bound on (JI. C onversely,

which is weaker than direct

over the Standard

the strong superbox

Model contribution

dia-

to e, but may be

for large mt.

Supersymmetric
to E’/E. While
Standard

structure:

Im[( ~dL>2]

312 m2W

_ -. _

comparable

through

which renders its effect negligible.

to e is estimated
m:

3oom2

section contributes

penguin

diagrams

the GIM mechanism

.Model penguin,

11(c)) g ive additional

(Fig.

gives a logarithmic

it gives a quadratic

contributions

dependence on mt for the

dependence

on mt for the SUSY

penguin:

(+)spen

- 1

(E’/E)~~~~ Again,

for large mt

the SUSY

change the order of magnitude

-.

, -.

e

2 (mdm3/2)2

5 0 g

contribution
estimate

zig,

to 8/e

may be large but will

from the Standard

1
.,.
93

(20.22)

ln(mtlmc)2’

Model.

not

20.4.

cl’

ASYMMETRIES

The strong superbox
minimal

B‘ DECAYS

IN

diagrams

contribute

to B - B mixing.

However,

SUSY models as defined above, the weak phases are exactly

phases of the Standard
unchanged

Model.

and the Standard

is independent

of whether

Consequently,

(Q/~)B

Model predictions

the SUSY contributions

the CKM

= (M,*,/A~?i2)l/~

are not modified.
to Ml2(B)

in the

remains

This conclusion
are large or not.

; c,

20.5.
.

SUMMARY

The two new sources of CP violation
$A and $B, may saturate

_ -. _

if the SUSY

breaking

CP violation

in neutral

the upper

However,

of the neutron

contributions

to CP violation

in the neutral

I< system

contribute

to e and supersymmetric
these contributions

breaking

breaking

effects.

is induced

to E//E.

Model con-

parameters

arise.

scale, then SUSY

to CP violating

processes are

The same seems to hold for models where

radiatively,

even if the SUSY breaking

scale is

SUSY model, the Standard

Model

predictions

for CP asym-

in B decays remain unchanged.

In extensions

of the minimal

SUSY

models,

Sab, most of the above considerations

. . supersymmetric
7iii2,153]).

on the relevant

that

large.

In the minimal

Mz,/c(

constraints

that

to the Standard

to FCNC processes and, in particular,

not particularly

metries

diagrams

scale is above the electroweak

too small to have observable
electroweak

penguin

are at most comparable

and thus no significant

contributions

on

meson systems.

contribute

If the SUSY breaking

even

they have no impact

box diagrams

tributions,

, -.

on the EDM

SUSY models,

which arise from SKM due to the existence of supersymmetric

However,

,

bound

scale is a few TeV.

.~ -There are additional

-.

that appear in minimal

effects on CP violating

In ref.

such that

94

#

0, or where

do not hold and many

observables

[130] 1‘t was shown that

[

may occur

in non-minimal

different

(see e.g.

refs.

SUSY models there

.

.-

could be significant

modifications

of CP asymmetries

in B decays. All asymme-

tries may have any value in the full range [-1, 11.

21. Reducing

the Number

-:

of Parameters

Schemes for Quark Mass Matrices
Various schemes for mass matrices predict relations
;+quark

sector.

The hope is that,

will lead us to find symmetries
.

(“horizontal

if these relations

among parameters

are experimentally

that operate differently

on different

of the

verified,

it

generations

symmetries”).

Some of these schemes a.re very powerful in their predictions
tries in B decays. Instead of the Standard
tries depicted

for CP asymme-

Model allowed range for the asymme-

in Fig. 6, a much smaller range is allowed when the various mass

and
mixing parameters are related. Thus, the measurement of U+K~ and unrr will
..
provide a stringent test for these schemes. In Fig. 12 we present the predictions
bf five.schemes
The Fritzsch
following

of quark parameters

scheme [134] assumes that

The

the quark mass matrices

have the

form:

The scheme by Giudice
matrices

[71].

adei41

0

0

bdei42

bdesidz

Cd

), Mu=
($ ; j.

[135] assumes that, at the GUT

have the following

scheme by Dimopoulos,

scale, the fermion

(21.1)

mass

form:

Hall and Raby [136] assumes that, at the GUT scale,
95

.

.-

1

0

1
Im h,+,-.

.
< -.

-1
= sin 2a

in B -+ @KS and B -+ n+?r- in the
Figure 12. The predicted range for CP asymmetries
- %zmdar.d~ Model (dashed curves) and in various schemes for quark mass matrices.
(a) mt = 90
&V.
The- black area gives the Fritzsch scheme prediction.
(b) mt = 130 GeV. The solid curve
gives the Giudice scheme prediction.
(c) rnr = 160 GeV. The solid curve gives the symmetric
CKM prediction,
while the dot is the prediction
of Kielanowski’s
scheme. (d) mt = 185 GeV.
The solid curve gives the symmetric
CI<Ivl prediction,
the dot is the prediction
of Kielanowski’s
scheme and the black area corresponds
to the DHR scheme.
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I
.-

the fermion

mass matrices

The “symmetric

CKM”

have the following

form:

ansatz [137] assumes for the elements of the CKM

matrix

(21.4)
The ansatz by Kielanowski

[138] assumes, in addition

Ifi3’
= ‘v,2v,3’
+ (3 p4#

II4312

Taking into account the expected experimental
_ -. _

in U+,Ks and O(O.10) in urn),

-

(vg

to (21.4),

(21.5)

p43)y2.

accuracy in a B factory

(D(O.05)

we conclude that each of these schemes may be

clearly excluded when the asymmetries

are measured.

.

22. Conclusions
Most

extensions

of the Standard

sources of CP violation,
additional

._

beyond

phases have two typical

Model

suggest that

there are many new

the single phase of the CKM

matrix.

Such

consequences:

(i) If the phases occur in flavor changing couplins to quarks, the very strong
Standard

Model

system is lost.

relation

between

CP violation

in the I< system

and in the B

Instead of the narrow range allowed by the Standard

CP asymmetries

in neutral

Model for

B decays, the whole possible range may be allowed

in such extensions.
(ii) If the phases occur in flavor-diagonal
-.

< -.

1

dipole moment

couplings,

of the neutron is orders of magnitudes

the value of the electric
above its Standard

_.-value. In many models the experimental bound on D, is almost saturated.
_.._
giarly, Q-re va 1ue of D,, may be very close to the experimental bound.
97

Model
Sim-

.

The conclusion
tries in neutral
to the EDMs
unlikely

is that constructing

a B factory

B decays, and the experimental
of the neutron

and the electron

to measure the CP asymme-

efforts to improve the sensitivity
may be well rewarded:

-

it is not

that new physics will be discovered in these experiments.

-:
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